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President’s Message

It is with great pleasure that I issue this message of goodwill to “Sri Lanka Library Review,” the

annual journal of the Sri Lanka Library Association, the umbrella organization of library and

information professionals of the country.

The Journal has been in existence since 1959 and reaching the age of 50 by next year, the year of

golden jubilee of the Association. Throughout the period, in spite of various ups and downs, it

has been contributing immensely to the profession as a refereed learned journal. It is indeed the

oldest as well as one of the highly cited annual library science publications in Sri Lanka. The

wide range of articles in this volume too fit well into the professional and academic tradition of

the journal.

When compared to library associations in most countries in the world, Sri Lanka Library

Association stands strong. Marginalization of the profession, poor service conditions including

salaries, absence of national library legislation and many other problems are in front of us. The

answer to all these problems is mainly in our hands. By influencing authorities as well as general

public through solidarity and commitment, it is not difficult to achieve our goals sooner or later.

It is in this context that the publications which disclose the talents of librarianship to other people

are important. One of the indicators of the richness of a profession in a particular country is the

amount of literature on that profession produced annually within the country.

However, as a country we are not in a good position in this regard.  The professional literature

out put is not sufficient when compared with the number of chartered librarians who have extensive

professional experience. Therefore, in this message I wish to make an appeal to all members of

the library association to conduct research and produce a new genre of professional literature

addressing local as well as global issues faced by librarians.

Production of a learned journal is no way an easy task. It is a cooperative work between writers

and editors. I sincerely appreciate and thank the publications and the editorial committees, as

well as the publications officer Ms. Swarna Jayatillake for the efforts they have taken to make the

present volume a success. I must also thank the authors of articles for selecting the SLLA annual

journal as the forum for their publications.

Professor Piyadasa Ranasinghe,

President,

Sri Lanka Library Association,

June 2009.
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Preface

The Journal, Sri Lanka library Review which was originally known as the Journal of Sri

Lanka Library Association has been published annually since 1962. It may be noted that

this is the only journal in the country for the researchers, professionals and librarians to

publish their articles in the library field.

As in other fields the field of library also has been changing rapidly in recent times with

the advent of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) era. As a result the

present day librarians are able to maintain the libraries as information centres that can

acquire information from anywhere in the world quickly and provide these information

to users at short notice. However continuous updating and improving the knowledge

base in the field are vital to enhance the capacity of the librarians in the country and it is

hoped that this journal will contribute immensely towards achieving this objective.

Papers have been published in all three media, namely, Sinhala, Tamil and English and

it is expected that this will help the journal to reach to a wider audience among the

librarians in Sri Lanka.

Finally I wish to place in record my sincere thanks and appreciation of all those who

rendered their support and assistance to make the publication of this journal possible.

Swarna Jayatillake, Mrs.
Publication officer,
Sri Lanka Library Association
June 2009
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Abstract

It is a long time ago that information scientists predicted Web 2.0 services and technologies are going to
affect libraries. Now it's not the time to debate on pros and cons of these. The task at the moment is to
explore innovative methods of using these for libraries. This field being developed parallel to Web 2.0 is
termed Library 2.0. Chat programmes like Yahoo Messenger, Google Talk and Skype, Social Networking
Systems like Facebook, and Ning, Virtual Reality Applications like Second Life, and tools like Wikis,
Blogs, and RSS are already linked together with library web sites. The issue here is who is going to take
the responsibility on adopting Web 2.0 to your library. This paper describes why and how we should
incorporate Library 2.0 to the routine programme of a librarian.
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Abstract

Studying the information-seeking behaviour of users is very important for librarians and information
service providers while planning and designing information services for their clientele. Information-seeking
patterns can vary according to the user’s educational background, subject disciplines, psychological
environment, personal relations in the library and the setting of the library. Demand for information in the
field of management studies has increased due to the improvement of managerial participation in both
government-sector and private-sector industries. A number of universities have established separate
departments for conducting courses on Management Studies and the libraries of these universities too
have given emphasis to providing the information required in the field of Management Studies. In this
context, this study explores the nature of the information-seeking behavior of users who are engaged in
teaching and learning management disciplines in the universities of Sri Lanka. The findings made in this
study reveal that the resource collections in the university libraries are not qualitatively and quantitatively
adequate to fulfill the demands experienced in Management Studies. IT-related facilities and document
delivery facilities should be developed while improving awareness progrrmmes for users.

Introduction

Information-seeking behaviour involves the searching, locating, retrieving, and using of information. This
process is influenced by the personality, emotional variables, educational variables and demographic
variables of the person who seeks information. The information searching and acquisition process has
several components such as passive attention, passive search, active search and ongoing search (Aaker,
et.al., 1992). Active search and the ongoing search are very important in the educational sector, as active
information handling is required for the acquisition of knowledge. Ongoing search is highly required in
the teaching, learning, and research and as this type of search involves a basic framework of ideas, beliefs,
values, or any other requisites to update or expand one’s knowledge.

According to Taylor (1991 P.230), there are eight classes of information use: enlightenment, problem
understanding, instrumental, factual, conformational, projective, motivational and personal or political.
These classes depend on the variety of levels and ways used in viewing problems and anticipated resolutions.

Many Librarians and Information Managers tend to study the information-seeking behaviour of the users
so that they can identify the information needs and seeking patterns the users maintain and then can design
and implement information services to satisfy their requirements. This is very essential in supplying and
managing information in an environment of highly increasing information supper-glut.

The availability of information sources has drastically increased in all fields in various forms and formats
during the last two decades. As the emergence of the so-called information super-glut, professionals,
scholars, and the public interested in various fields tend to seek for various tools, strategies and techniques
to evaluate, filter and select the most relevant information for their needs. Information needs also cause
changes to the development of technology, socio-economic environment and the requirements in a
sophisticated lifestyle. Most situations related to economy, education, culture, and politic are highly
information-led and the availability of information is the factor that determines the strength and development
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in all social components. Information has become a commodity in the new age, which is kown as
“information age”.

A priority has been given to Management Studies all over the world for a number of decades, as a result of
the development of managerial participation in the government sector as well as in the private sector
organizations. The major aim of modern industries is to achieve a higher productivity level through proper
management. Many of industries tend to recruit personnel with higher managerial qualities. Meanwhile,
universities and other higher educational institutions have introduced various courses on Management
Studies to fulfill the demand from the industrial sector personnel and from job seekers as well.

In Sri Lanka, due to the development of private sector industries, Management Studies have attracted a
higher attention, especially during the last two decades. Many management personnel tend to seek for
management courses in various fields from basic degree to higher degrees, and several universities in Sri
Lanka have started Management Study Programms to cater for this demand. Now management is taught as
a discipline and also has been integrated with other courses such as Engineering, Social Sciences, Industrial
Administration and even with Medicine. A number of universities in Sri Lanka have established separate
departments for Management Studies while some universities such as University of Ruhuna and University
of Colombo are maintaining separate faculties for Management & Financial Studies. Courses are conducted
from the basic degree level to the MBA level. Meanwhile several private institutions also conduct various
management programmes to educate the management community.

Teaching and learning are greatly associated with the handling of information and the libraries play a
prominent role in the provision of information sources and services to facilitate the teaching and learning
process. Especially, academic libraries have a prominent role in providing information to the teaching and
learning communities to enable them easy and timely access to the desired kind of information. Academic
libraries are involved in planning, designing and implementating information services in their respective
institutions and the librarians contrive strategies to develop information skills among the users in their
institutions. Libraries are required to identify the needs and wants of the users and study their information-
seeking behaviour in order to design the ways and means to promote the use of library facilities.

Many studies have investigated the nature of information-seeking behaviour of users in different fields of
discipline. Yet study on the information-seeking behaviour of the users in the field of Management Studies
seem to be overlooked in Sri Lanka. It is also very rare to find literature on information-seeking behaviour
of Management Studies users. Having recognized this gap the present author makes an attempt to research
the information needs and wants and the informaton-seeking behavioural patterns of the user in the fields
of Management Studies.

The objective of this paper is to explore the nature and patterns of information-seeking behaviour of the
teachers in the departments of Management Studies in the universities of Sri Lanka. Attempts are made to
investigate the information needs towards the curriculum related activities, research and personal matters.
The study also attempts to identify the purpose of information seeking, the satisfaction provided by the
information sources and services available in the library, and the problems the users encounter in their
information behaviour. Emphasis is made on investigating the effectiveness of information services related
to Management Studies in the university system of Sri Lanka.

Methodology

This study employs an exploratory survey method and a structured questionnaire as a research technique
to collect primary data from the sample. The sample population was selected proportionately from teachers
related to Management Studies in the universities of Sri Lanka. The total samples was 168 teachers selected
from Universities of Ruhuna, Sri Jayawardanapura, Rajarata, Sabaragamuwa and the Post-Graduate Institute
of Management at the University of Sri Jayawardanapura.
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Findings and Conclusion

The respondents were engaged in teaching, learning and research under various subject areas. In the
investigation of the preferred mean of information sources, the majority of respondents (89%) indicated
that they prefer the combination of electronic and printed resources. The responded group preferred only
electronic resources was 5%. This indicates that university libraries should have a qualitatively and
quantitatively comprehensive resource collection. The content of the collection should cover the printed
materials as well as the electronic resources required in various fields. The present university environment
has not developed to utilize purely digital resources but there is a tendency to use more digitized information
sources in addition to printed materials.

In relations to the satisfaction of the availability of resources in the lending section, 92.42% of respondents
have indicated that the amount of resources available was not satisfactory. Only 18.18% of the respondents
accepted that the available reference services were adequate and updated; and 81.82% of the respondents
were not satisfied with the currency of the information sources and services. Therefore, the content of the
resource collections does not meet a satisfactory level. Therefore, the university libraries should update
their collections with current resources as well as with a number of copies to meet the demand from the
increasing user population.

The purpose of information seeking varies according to the needs of the respondents. Among the objectives
of using the library, users have shown that they use the library for higher education, teaching, learning
research activity, broadening the subject knowledge and obtaining information for day-to-day requirements.
Table I indicates how the respondents ranked the purposes of information seeking.

Table 1 - Purpose of information seeking among users of Management studies

Purpose Rank order

Sri J-Pura Ruhuna Rajarata Sabaragamuwa Wayamba Postgraduate –
Colombo

Further 1 1 1 1 1 1
education”

Teaching 2 4 4 3 2 2

Research 3 2 3 2 3 3

Improve subject 4 3 2 4 4 4
knowledge

Other needs 5 5 5 5 5 5

Highest demand for information services occurred in the fields of Management and Economics while
the most preferred form of information was the combination of printed and electronic formats.
Regarding the medium, both Sinhala and English languages were required. This indicates that the
medium of local language or foreign language is not a matter but the content.

Most of the users expect a well-developed, updated and comprehensive lending service. The study shows
that the users are not satisfied with the available lending collection because the majority of the users are of
the view that the content in the lending collection was not adequate to fulfill their needs. This issue highly
occurs in the newly established universities than in the old universities.

The majority of the users are satisfied with the content of the extra-curricula resources at the library. A
54.55% group of respondents indicated that they found extra-curricula resources they required at the
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library. The study also reveals that the subject coverage of the content has increased while the university
is getting old and matured. That means old universities have a more comprehensive collection than that of
new universities.

A group of 57.58% of the teachers agreed that required journals are updated. Majority of users have
indicated that journal collection in the Library do not meet their demand. Journals available are not adequate
and not updated. The same result is seemed in the reference section too.

Of the respondents, 83% were satisfied with the photocopying service available at the library while 42%
were satisfied with the inter-library loan service. In relation to the document delivery, the photocopy
facilities recorded a higher level of satisfaction. Inter-library loan service, current awareness services and
selective dissemination of information service seem to  include poor practices.

Self-search was the most preferred mechanism. The most preferred tool for searching and locating the
resource was the computer catalogue. Quite a large number of users seek for the librarians help.  shows a
picture of the preferred search:

Figure 1 Figure 1- Preference of searching

This also reveals that the users have a tendency for self-searching in IT facilitated environments while
users seek for staff assistance in libraries where the staff-user relationship is higher.  indicates the picture
of self-search tendency in university libraries.

Figure 2 Figure 2 - Self-search tendency
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This study also focused the use of new technology in the information seeking at the library. The use of
common ICT facilities such as internet search, use of E-mail and facsimiles are explored. Figure 3 gives
a picture of using internet, e-mail, and fax for their information seeking in individual universities.

Regarding the use of new information sources, 50% of users tended to use CD Roms. The rate of using
online databases for their information seeking was 33%. Thus, quite a considerable number of users tend
to use new information sources.

Figure  3 – Use of  internet, e-mail , and fax for their information seeking

Apart from the major services of the library, the inter-library loan service achieved a highest demand. Of
the respondents, 56% have indicated that inter-library loan service is essential, while 12.12% of the sample
expressed that the library needs to implement database services. The respondent rate that required internet
access in the library was 9.09%.

The seeking patterns vary from university to university depending on the availability of facilities and the
academic level of learning environment that exists in the university. Following are the seeking mechanisms
in the order of the preference of respondents:

1. Computer catalogue search
2. Shelf browsing
3. Request the assistance of the staff
4. Traditional catalogue use
5. Search new accession lists
6. Search in the visual index

Users have various problems in the information seeking behaviour. Following are the problems that
respondents indicated in the study:

1. New books and journals are not available at the library.
2. It takes a long time for the purchasing and processing of resources.
3. Resources are not frequently updated.
4. No proper searching/retrieving mechanisms are available.
5. Not enough reference sources such as handbooks, dictionaries are available.
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Suggestions

Considering the above factors, the university libraries have to design and implement more comprehensive
resource collections and facilitate the users with new ICT-related information services. The content of the
resource collection should be covered with fully structured resources rather than semi-unstructured
resources. Awareness programmes should be designed and implemented to encourage the users in exploring
their information through self search.

The following suggestions are made to enhance the information seeking behaviour of the users in the
university libraries.

1) Digitizing of resource to facilitate users with multiple access and easy to use.

2) Increase Internet access facilities in the library. Internet is a useful tool to search and locate
information in a desired field. Multimedia lab in the library is popular in University of Ruhuna.

3) Programms should be conducted by the library to develop information skills among the users.
Especially, the users should be educated on how to filter information retrieved from the internet.
Just the availability of sources is not adequate. The marketing of the library services is important
to convey the message to users.

4) Support and suggestions from the user groups will be very important in the selection of resources
to the library. Mechanisms should be implemented to gather suggestions and recommendations
from user groups, curriculum development committees, and the relevant bodies of the parent
organization. This will help in the designing of objectives, setting of goals, and selecting of
strategies to acquire resources. Proper relationships with booksellers, publishers and authors are
very much effective in this sense.

5) Proper management is required in the course of acquisition of resources, processing and shelving
of resources to ensure the timely availability of resources in the library.

6)  Subscribing to digital resource, such as e-books, e-journals under consortia or individually may
help to manage the financial restrictions.
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Abstract

The main purpose of this paper is to provide a glimpse of the LIS research and publication output by the
Sri Lankan LIS professionals and the study had four specific objectives: 1) to evaluate the volume and
subject coverage of LIS research carried out in Sri Lanka 2) to evaluate the volume and types of LIS
publications done by the Sri Lanka LIS professionals 3) to identify the issues affecting the research and
publications output and 4) to make recommendations for the improvement of research and publications
output in Sri Lanka. Required data were gathered through unpublished indexes and content pages of LIS
journals published in Sri Lanka.

The study established that 115 postgraduate level researches have been carried out during 1994-2007
period but there is no evidence of a single research carried out at national level. During 1995-2008, 260
national and international publications have been contributed by the Sri Lankan LIS professionals. However
the actual figure could be more than this.  The full volume is hidden from us because there is no proper
access to the bibliographic details of all the books, conference papers and articles published by the Sri
Lankans in some foreign journals, conference proceedings and collected works.

Several reasons could be identified for lack of LIS research and publications in Sri Lanka. 1) Absence of
a necessity to engage in research and publish 2) Heterogeneity of the LIS professionals 3) Gender of the
professionals and 4) Lack of training in research and academic writing skills. In the final section several
recommendations are made to address the problem in the long run.

1. Introduction

The main objective of this paper is to provide a glimpse of the LIS research and publication output by the
Sri Lankan LIS professionals. However it is not a complete analytical study of all the LIS research and
publications in Sri Lanka. The study is limited to 1995-2008 period. The volume of Library and Information
Science (LIS) research and publications contributed by the Sri Lankan LIS professionals during this time
frame is analysed in this paper with four specific objectives; 1) to evaluate the volume and subject coverage
of LIS research carried out in Sri Lanka 2) to evaluate the volume and types of LIS publications done by
the Sri Lanka LIS professionals 3) to identify the issues affecting the research and publications output and
4) to make recommendations for the improvement of research and publications output in Sri Lanka. The
following sections will discuss the methodology used, findings and the recommendations.

2. Methodology

The survey covered a twelve year period from 1994, the year in the first group of MLS students submitted
their dissertations to the Faculty of Graduate Studies, University of Colombo to 2006. Survey of publications
covered a thirteen year period from 1995, the year in which the Journal of University Librarians’ Association
(JULA) started to 2008.

Data collection was done through review of unpublished / published indexes and journal content pages.
Data on the theses, dissertations and project reports1 submitted from 1994 onwards for the postgraduate
diplomas and degrees in LIS were collected using the Index to Masters and PhD Dissertations and theses
in Library and Information Scienc. (Manawadu 2007) and the Dissertations Register of NILIS.   Data on
publications were gathered using the Library News Article Index: January 1973 – December 2007
(Lekamwasam 2007) contents pages of the LIS journals published in Sri Lanka, Library and Information
Science Abstracts and IFLA conference web site (http://www.ifla.org).

A glimpse of LIS research and publications in Sri Lanka

Pradeepa Wijetunge*

*Pradeepa Wijetunge, Acting Librarian, University of Colombo.
E-mail : pradeepa@lib.ac.lk
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3.  Findings

3.1      LIS Research

Masters in Library & Information Science (MLS of two years duration) was started at the Faculty of
Graduate studies, University of Colombo in 1993 and Masters in Social Science (MS Sc of two years
duration) and Master of Arts (MA of one year duration) at faculty of Graduate Studies, University of
Kelaniya was started in 1994. With the commencement of these programmes in Sri Lanka the volume of
postgraduate research increased rapidly. This section analyses the research projects submitted to MLS,
MSSc and MA and other postgraduate degrees and diplomas commenced in later years.

Theses submitted to foreign universities during the period under survey (1994-2006) were not considered
here because copies of them were not publicly available for further studying. However it is also the personal
opinion of the researcher that such research is mainly related to the countries, in which they were carried
out, therefore has little impact on the LIS domain of Sri Lanka.

According to the findings (Table1), a total of 115 projects have been completed and the highest number
has been carried out for MLS (Master of Library Science conducted by University of Colombo) degree
while the second highest number has been carried out for MTL (Master of Teacher Librarianship conducted
by NILIS).

Table 1 – Postgraduate LIS Research in Sri Lanka (1994-2006)

Number of Dissertations/Project Reports and Theses completed                                 Number

1. PhD (not less than 75,000 words) 2

2. MLS (One year research component with not less than 45,000 words) 49

3. MSSC (One year research component with not less than 30,000 words) 15

4. MA (8,000-10,000 words) 11

5. MTL (12,000 words) 26

6. PGTL (6000 words) 11

7. PGLIS/NILIS (6000 words) 1

            Total 115

     Sources: Dissertation Register of NILIS and Manawadu (2007)

In order to assess the subject areas of these researches, the titles of the projects were categorised using 13
broad categories identified through content analysis (Table 2).  Highest number of researches is in the field
in the Teacher Librarianship because the largest group of postgraduate students have enrolled in the Teacher
Librarianship programmes in the recent past. Second and third highest numbers of projects have been com-
pleted respectively in the fields of information sources and services and information technology. However,
the coverage topics do not indicate much variation. It could be assumed that several facts contributed to this
limited coverage; 1) lack of professionals to supervise many current topics 2) lack of motivation of students
to take up challenge by selecting new topics 3) lack of literary resources and previous research to help with
new topics 4) lack of advancements in the Sri Lankan library system to study certain topics especially in
information technology 5) absence of empirical data sets related to library system of Sri Lanka which some-
times requires the researches to collect not only data but also to create sampling frames.

1 The term Thesis is used here to denote a work of 30,000 -75,000 words while the term dissertation is used to denote
a work of 12,000 words or a work submitted for a one year Masters programme. Project Report is used to denote a
work of 6000 words submitted for a postgraduate diploma.
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Table 2 - Areas of LIS Research (1994-2006)

                                              Subject Number

1. Teacher Librarianship 37
2. Information sources and service 13
3. Information Technology 12
4. Management 9
5. School Libraries 7
6. Collection development and management 6
7. Libraries and Librarianship 7
8. Information seeking behaviour (of various user groups) 6
9. Bibliography 5
10. Library usage 4
11. Preservation and conservation 3
12. Library education 1
13. Other 5

Total 115

     Sources: Dissertation Register of NILIS and Manawadu (2007)

Careful review of the titles of these research projects indicated that none of them addresses the LIS issues at
national level. Though there are 115 research projects completed in Sri Lanka, these are carried out at
personal level within a short period of time with the objective of fulfilling the examination requirements.
Due to time, financial and other resource limitations only a limited sample is considered and often the
research problems are related to one library or one user group of a particular library. Only two researches
have been carried out at PhD level which covers a broader spectrum than Masters level research. Therefore
they do not add much weight to the development of the Sri Lankan library system at national level.  There is
no evidence of any research projects carried out at national level, by any of the national LIS bodies in Sri
Lanka, addressing the national issues in our library system.

3.2    LIS Publications

Publications considered here include books, conference papers and scholarly journal articles that
have appeared in the LIS journals published in Sri Lanka. It was difficult to undertake a detailed study of the
LIS books published in Sri Lanka since a comprehensive bibliographic tool is not available which could be
used to identify all LIS books published by Sri Lankan LIS professionals.  However the researcher's obser-
vations and experience in the LIS domain shows that there may be about 20-25 books on LIS in Sinhala, one
or two each in English and Tamil.  But it is safe to comment that books on LIS published by Sri Lankans are
few and far apart. One of the most useful works published in English can be mentioned as the Libraries in Sri
Lanka: their origin and history from ancient times to the present time by T.G. Piyadasa. Observations on the
titles indicate that most of these books are on cataloguing, classification, library management and IT. Some
recent books have concentrated on information literacy and teacher librarianship.

Many LIS professionals, especially from university and special libraries have presented conference papers
nationally and internationally during the past 12-13 years but wealth of this information is mostly hidden for
Sri Lankan readership because access to them is not provided from a central place. Observations of the
researcher indicate that conferences held in India, Malaysia and Singapore are popular among the Sri Lankan
LIS professionals than the European or Far eastern conferences.  In addition 5-10 papers have been pre-
sented at IFLA annual conferences.  Although more LIS professionals would have presented international
conference papers, high cost of participation and lack of funding discourages the prospective presenters.
Nevertheless, more opportunities have been available for the LIS professionals to present papers nationally
since the SLLA started organising its annual conference NACLIS. Yet, access to these papers is not avail-
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able easily as copies of CD/ROMs in which the proceedings are distributed are not even available at the
SLLA sometimes.  As a consequence of the absence of any bibliographic tool it is difficult to provide
accurate numbers of conference papers presented by Sri Lankan LIS professionals.

Analysis of scholarly journal articles was made across the three peer-reviewed LIS journals published in Sri
Lanka; Sri Lanka Library Review published by the SLLA, Journal of the University Librarians Association,
and Sri Lankan Journal of Librarianship and Information Management published by NILIS. In addition,
articles appeared in the Library News published by the National Library and Documentation Services Board
were also considered. Since the data were readily available through the journal content pages, analysis could
be extended to the latest issues published in 2008. Number of papers published in these journals is presented
in Table 3.

Table 3 - Articles published in Sri Lankan LIS Journals (1995-2008)

Journal Total No. of articles by Sri Lankan LIS professionals

JULA 78

SLLA Review 83

SLLIM 12

Library News 43

Total 216

Source: Journal content pages and Lekamwasam 2007

Journal of the University Librarians Association (http://www.sljol.info/index.php/JULA) is published from
1995 with a discontinuation in 1996 & 1997. A total of 78 articles have been published by the university
librarians until 2008. Sri Lanka Library Review (New Series) (http://www.slla.org.lk/publications/journal-
08.pdf) was studied from 1997 to 2008 and a total of 83 articles were identified. Sri Lankan Journal of
Librarianship and Information Management (http://www.cmb.ac.lk/academic/institutes/nilis/journal.html)
which was started in 2005 is the most recent peer reviewed journal and it has published 12 papers by Sri
Lankan LIS professionals until 2008.

Library News is being published from 1973 and the article were analysed from 1995 to 2007 and
a total of 43 papers have been published by the Sri Lankan LIS professionals during this period.   Analysis
of the titles of the scholarly articles provided the number of papers published in each of the 13 categories
identified (Table 4). A bibliometric study carried out by Gunasekera (2008) presents further details regard-
ing the articles published in two of these journals.

Table 4 - Subject analysis of articles published in Sri Lankan LIS journals (1995-2008)

Subject SLLR LNws JULA SLLIM

1. Teacher Librarianship 0 0 0 0

2. Information sources and service 9 6 17 0

3. Information Technology 15 3 12 3

4. Management 14 1 16 2

5. School Libraries 1 3 0 1

6. Collection development and management 1 0 1 0

7. Libraries and Librarianship 24 17 10 0

8. Information seeking behaviour

(of various user groups) 3 0 3 1

9. Bibliography 6 6 8 1
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10. Library usage 0 0 5 0

11. Preservation and conservation 0 0 2 1

12. Copyright Law 1 0 0 0

13. Library education 3 3 1 0

14. Other 6 4 3 3

Total83 83 43 78 12

     Sources: Journal content pages

In the SLLR highest number of articles is in the libraries and librarianship while the second and
third places are taken by information technology and management. In Library News also the highest number
of articles is published in libraries and librarianship with information technology and bibliography having
the next highest number of papers. Information sources and services seem to be the most popular subject
among JULA authors while management is also equally popular. SLLIM indicates a variation across the
subjects but 3 articles related to information technology has appeared.

To augment the findings on scholarly articles published by Sri Lankan LIS professionals, a search
in the Library and Information Science Abstracts (LISA) was carried out and it was established that 44
papers published from 1995 to 2008 by the Sri Lankan LIS professionals are listed in LISA3. The analysis of
titles (Table 5) indicated that there are some new topics that have not been covered in the local publications
during the period considered for the survey.

Table 5 - Subject analysis of articles listed in LISA (1995-2008)

Subject Number of articles

Information Technology 12

School Libraries 5

Tsunami 5

Library management 4

Libraries and Librarianship 5

Information needs and information seeking behaviour 5

Library education 3

Library services 2

Printing 1

Information policy 1

Faculty -Library collaboration 1

Total 44

4. Conclusions and recommendations.

The LIS research and publications contributed by the Sri Lankan LIS professionals during the 1995-2008
period was examined in brief with the objective of appraising the volume and subject distribution. The study
established that 115 postgraduate level researches have been carried out during 1994-2007 period but there
is no evidence of a single research carried out at national level.

2 Issues 1& 2 of 2005, issues 3 &4 of 2006 and issues 1-4 of 2008 could not be located therefore the data does not
include the number of papers in these issues.
3 The assistance of CILIP in obtaining this information from LISA is highly appreciated.
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The volume of publications includes 260 national and international publications done during 1995-2008,
however the actual figure could be more than this.  The full volume of publications is hidden from us
because there is no proper access to the bibliographic details of all the books, conference papers and articles
published in some foreign journals, conference proceedings and collected works, by the Sri Lanka LIS
professionals. Several reasons could be identified for lack of LIS research and publications in Sri Lanka.

1) Absence of a necessity to engage in research and publish - Usually research and publications are a
requirement only for university academic staff. Therefore LIS research and publications can be expected
mainly from the university sector but not necessarily from other types of libraries.  However universities do
not have adequate financial resources to encourage the library staff to engage in research nor there are
adequate incentives for LIS professionals in the university sector to engage in research and publish the
outcomes. The quality and quantity of research and publications did not receive a significant weight in
considerations for promotions, although regulations are being drafted presently to change this condition.
Since it is not a promotional requirement for LIS professionals from other types of libraries and because of
that they do not receive adequate motivation or incentives from their employers to engage in research and
publish, the output is limited from the non-university sector LIS professionals.

2) Heterogeneity of the LIS professionals - Sri Lankan LIS professionals are highly heterogeneous in their
exposure to the professional issues, academic rigour, related professional status, access to resources and
availability of time which shapes up the attitude towards professional issues which kindles the need to
engage in research.

3) Gender of the professionals - The fact that a higher percentage of Sri Lankan LIS professionals are
females can be another cause. There are studies which provide theoretical explanations on the gender-based
variations in the volume of research and publications. Bailey (1992) and Long and Fox (1995) explanations
that gender specific personal and social responsibilities negatively affect professional lives.   Research and
publishing will receive least priority in their agenda unless it is a requirement for their career development.
Yet, this needs to be researched in the Sri Lankan context.

3) Lack of training in research and academic writing skills - Conducting research need special training
and most of the LIS professionals, unless they obtain postgraduate qualifications in LIS do not get adequate
training in these tasks. Lack of knowledge in academic writing styles also can be a contributing factor to the
low volume of publications.

As the Sri Lankan LIS sector does not seem to have an advanced research culture, it will be difficult to
expect high quality research and publications output immediately in the near future. Nevertheless several
recommendations are presented below to address the problem in the long run.

1. It is strongly recommended to carry out national level research which will address the critical issues
in the LIS sector, by the national LIS bodies like NILIS, NLDSB, Dept. of LIS, and SLLA to fill the
gap in national level research. In order to do this these institutions will need to develop a strong
research culture and an infrastructure.

2. To help with the development of an LIS research culture it is recommended to establish a Research
and Development Advisory Committee under the aegis of SCOLIS (Standing Committee for Li-
brary and Information Studies established under the UGC). Its main objective must be the promo-
tion of high quality research to meet national needs and securing grants. The membership may
consist of senior university librarians and research professors from other disciplines who can con-
tribute to the research expertise to the LIS sector until the profession develops such expertise. Under
the guidance of this R&D Committee the above mentioned national bodies of LIS can establish their
own research units to encourage research.
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3. While this R & D committee could be used to develop the research potential of the LIS sector, LIS
educators and practitioners especially in the universities should be encouraged through various
motivational schemes such as coupling staff promotions with high quality research. Researching
alone will not be beneficial to the discipline of LIS. In order to encourage publications by the LIS
professionals especially in high quality publications, there is the need to harness these with the
promotional schemes. Already available marking scheme which is applicable to university teachers,
need to be applied to the university library staff. LIS professionals from the other categories of
libraries, at least in the National Library and other research libraries if not all types of libraries must
be encouraged to get  involved in research through a similar recognition procedure.

4. Research grants are a vital element but at present due to financial limitations of the government
research grants are not provided. Grants for MPhil and PhDs are available from the UGC and under
various projects in the universities therefore research conducted to fulfil these examination require-
ments is adequately funded but there is a dearth of funds for post-masters or doctoral research.
Therefore it is recommended to devise a scheme to fund non-degree LIS research conducted by
individual researchers also.

5. At present other facilities like LIS literature, access to Internet and full text databases, and computer
facilities are available with less restriction mainly in the university sector. Access to these facilities
by the LIS professionals from other types of libraries and the visiting faculty of the LIS educational
institutes are much restricted. Therefore it is recommended that the National Library strengthens its
LIS collection and consider providing other facilities for the LIS researchers. A special emphasis
need to be paid to the collection of all LIS material published by Sri Lankan professionals in foreign
countries.

6. It was observed that absence of research skills is also a reason for lack of LIS research and publica-
tions in Sri Lanka. To address this issue frequent training programs on quantitative and qualitative
research methods and related topics as well as on academic writing are organised by the LIS educa-
tional institutions and the National Library. Research experts from other disciplines, may be used as
resource persons until a strong LIS expertise is developed.

7. Finally it is recommended to start Library and Information Science Abstracts of Sri Lanka by the
National Library of Sri Lanka so that the details of all the publications done by the Sri Lankan LIS
professionals are available centrally available. This will lead to proper analysis of the gaps and
overlaps in the Sri Lankan LIS research domain. Such abstracts could be maintained in print, as an
online database and CD/ROM format and it is also recommended to add full text whenever possible.

My objective of writing this paper was to provide a glimpse of the recent LIS research and publications in
Sri Lanka. In order to obtain a more comprehensive picture of the topic it is recommended to carry out a
much more detailed study of all LIS research and publications related to Sri Lanka since the establishment
of the modern library system.
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Abstract

Describe the different types of personal names and surnames and the variations. Trace the factors that led
to the naming convention of the country and the influences of Western domination and the communities
that settled in the country from time to time. Identify the different types of qualifying surnames added to
Sri Lankan names in the course of history. Although in AACR2, the European Languages are well illustrated
by rules and examples, there is a need to prepare guidelines for the choice of name in heading with regard
to Sri Lankan authors.

Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka is an island in the Indian Ocean with an area of 25,481 sq.miles. Popularly the country is known
as ‘Pearl of the Indian Ocean’. In ancient times Sri Lanka was known by a variety of names such as the
land of Sihala , Sihaladipa, Heladiva, Lanka, Lankava, Serendip, Taprobane ,Ceilao, Seilan and Ceylon
This island has been a center of Buddhist religion and culture from ancient times. Sinhala community
forms the majority of the population. Other communities who settled in the country from time to time
include Tamils, Muslim Moors, Malays and Burghers. Today, Sri Lanka is a multi–religious, multi-ethnic
nation. These factors have influenced the naming convention in the country.

Given Names and Surnames

Every person had in the beginning only one name ‘a given name.’ But, with the march of time need has
arisen for some identification that can differentiate him from others in a larger group. The epithets added
to a given name for identification has evolved into use of additional names. When these elements are
insufficient for identification further additional data were added to given names.

A surname from French ‘surnom’ is an additional name. The need for use of qualifying surnames has
varied among different nations. Sometimes the use of family surname by the descendants of a family
gradually evolved and this process has been hastened by legislation. The use of surnames became a common
practice and it is varied from country to country.

Ancient Sri Lankan Personal Names

Ancient and medieval authors have been referred to by single names only. At that time a single name was
sufficient to identify an individual from others.

Examples: Kumaradasa,
                  Gurulugomi

                   Vidyachakravarthi

The personal name of the individual (Pudgala nama) given to a person shortly after the birth or at the
naming ceremony. It is also known as ‘Bat kavapu nama’ or ‘Bat nama’ meaning the name given to a child
when he is fed with rice for the first time. Now this custom is obsolete. The personal name (pudgala
nama) corresponds to the modern  terms ‘Given name’, ‘Christian name’, ‘First name’ or ‘Forename’.

Personal Names and Surnames of Sri Lankan Authors
Jayasiri  Lankage*
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 Examples:
Anula Lalitha
Gunadasa Piyasena
Senarath Dinesh
Jacob Joseph
Martin Pedro
Salman Simon

Vast majority of early personal names are of Pali and Sanskrit origin. Names that figure in early records
show that early settlers used names appearing in Vedic and Buddhist literature.

Tisa [Skt Tisya Pali. Tissa, Elu Tisa] same as Pusya
Pusa – [Skt. Pusya Pali. Phussa, Elu. Pusa] Synonym of Tisya
Revata [Skt Revata Pali. Revata]
Revati fem
Rohini fem [Skt.Pali.Rohini]
Visaka [Skt. Vishakha Pali. Visakha, Elu Visa]
Vesa [Skt. Vaisva ]

Names of sacred animals

Asa [Skt.  as va =horse]
Naga [ Skt., Pali. Na-ga Elu  Na-=serpent,cobra,elephant]
Vela [ Skt. Vijala = a lion or tiger]
Siha [Skt. sinha, Pali.siha Elu siha]=lion

Names of Trees and Plants

Asoka [Skt. Aso-ka , Asoka Elu Sô]
Paduma [ Skt. padma, Pali .paduma, Elu piyum]=lotus
Palikada [Skt. phalli skandha]=fruit bearing trunk
Upala(f) [Skt. Utpola Pali.Uppala,=Water lily]

Names having terms denoting god in general

Amara [Skt. Pali,Elu Amara]=immortal
Devanapiya - loved by the gods
Devarakita - protected by the gods
Devi (f) - goddess
Sumana(mf)

Names of Gods used as personal names

Agi
Baka [ Skt= Bhaga]
Mita
Varunadata
Varunaguta
Va-su

Names indicative of good qualities, wealth and fame, birth

Anada [Skt. A
-

nanda]='ralure'
Apaya [Skt. Abhaya]='fearless'
Aba [Skt. Abhaya, Elu Aba]='fearless'
Abhaya=fearless
Amara=immortal
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Asoka [Skt Asoka Pali =.Asoka] , one who has no sorrow
Daniya [Skt= Dhanya, Pali=.Dhaniya]=fortunate
Pa-la [Skt, Pali  =pala]=protector
Mali [Skt= Mâlin] wearing a garlend of flowers
Sagamita – a friend of Sangha
Vajira [Skt Vajra, Pali.Vajira]=diamond
Vasaba=bull,noble
Yasa [Skt. -yasas, Pali .yasa, Elu - yasa]=fame,good

Some of the names of professions attached as epithets to personal names

Badakarika  treasurer
Kanika ( scribe)
Acariya – teacher [aciriya]
Kotagarika – store keeper
Nakatika= astrologer
Veja = physician
Vohara = lawyer
Kavi = poet
Lapana= painter
Citakara= painter
Vadaka = builder,carpenter
Nata= dancer
Lanaka – governor
Tuladara or laladara = goldsmith
Taladaraputa = son of goldsmith
Dutaka = envoy
Kabara = ironsmith
Pehekara= weaver
Vanijha= trader
Vavi-hamika – propretor of a tank
Ayakas – collecter of revenue, revenue officer
Navika – mariner

Examples:

                    Adeka Sumuda (Superintendent Sumuda )
                    Amata Saga (Miniter Saga)
                    Kanapedika Sona (Record Keeper Sona)
                    Kavi Hajaya (Poet Hajaya )
                    Lapana Tisa (Painter Tisa )

                    Nata Tisa (Actor Tisa )

Place of Residence

In an age when literary activity was confined to a few authors it was not difficult to individualize them.
The use of the name of the village/residence as a prefix to the personal name was in vogue as early as 3rd

century B.C. in Sri Lanka. This type of identification evolved into a convention. The word, wasagama
denotes that the individual is a ‘resident of the village …’

Examples: Kanagamika Tisa    (Tisa resident of Kanagama) ;
                  Kalanika Tisa  (Tisa  resident of Kalani )
                  Pehekaragamahi Suma (Suma resident of Pehekaragama)
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Names denoting personal descriptions

Sometimes personal descriptions or nicknames were also prefixed to the personal names to identify others
of the same name.

Examples:

Kakavanna Tissa (Black or Dark coloured Tissa)
Vanka nasika Tissa (Crooked nosed Tissa)
Meghavanna  Tissa
Punchi Banda

Usually these epithets preceded the personal names. Although traces of family names or surnames are
discernible in these epithets of ancient people, it was during the medieval period that the component parts
of a person’s name evolved distinctively.

Components of present day Sinhala Names.

Modern Sinhala Names consist of several components. They are the Personal Name, Surnames and
qualifying honorifics added to a name for identification. All these components are additional data prefixed
or suffixed to personal names.

 Personal Name

The personal name of the individual (Pudgala nama) given to a person shortly after the birth or at the
naming ceremony. It is also known as ‘Bat kavapu nama’ or ‘Bat nama’ meaning the name given to a child
when he is fed with rice for the first time. Now this custom is obsolete. The personal name (pudgala
nama) corresponds to the modern  terms ‘Given name’, ‘Christian name’, ‘First name’ or ‘Forename’. The
names given to a person  on baptism were of biblical in origin.

Examples:
Anura Gunadasa
Senarath John
Martin Mary

When the Portuguese occupied the Maritime Provinces in the 16th century, they converted many of their
subjects to Catholic faith. Those converts were given Christian names at the baptism.

Examples:
Anthoni, Juse,
Juvam, Paulu,
Migel, Maria
Lucia.

Dutch influence on Sinhala personal names can be seen in following names.

Hendrick (male)   - Cornelis ( male )
Cornelia (female) Girigoris (male)
Jacobus (male) Johanna (female)
Harmanis (male) Henrietta (female)
Philipsz (male) Tepanis (male)
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The Catholics were insisted upon to use names of Bible characters and Saints

With the advent of British rule, some of the Sri Lankans have taken English personal names.

Examples:
Alice Anthony
Ashley Carmen
Edmond John
Michael Mary
Neville Peter
Robert Simon
Stanley William
Wilson

Some of the European names were written in localized form.

Examples:
Gabiriyel for Gabriel Harumanis for Herman
Girigoris for Gregory  Joramanu for Germain

As a result of the national awakening during the 20th century many Sri Lankans began to use Sinhala
names.

Examples:
Parakarama, Gotabhaya,
Bhathiya Anula
Vishaka

Some authors have used the (Hela) pure Sinhala form of their names. These authors are the followers of
Munidas Kumaratungu ( Munidasa Kumaratunga who formed the Hela hawula).

Examples:
Arisen Ahubudu for Aryasena Asubodha
Alavu isi Sabihela for Alwis Surabiel
Raepiel Tennakoon for Raphael Tennakoon

There are instances where a person was given more than one personal name.

Examples:
Anura Piyadarshana, Badraji Mahinda
Chitra Nimali Indra Devika
Yamuna Malani

Although the personal names have changed significantly under the European influence, the use of family
names wasagama or ge names continued relatively unchanged.

Examples:
Ralph Weragama,
Clifford Tennakoone
Leslie Ranaraja
George Madugalle

Surnames

There are several categories of Surnames used by Sinhala authors.
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Family Name - (Surname Category I)

The Family names of Sinhala people are termed as   Wasagama , Pelapat nama ,Warige nama, Wanama or
Ge nama. These terms conveyed the  meaning ‘from the house of, or the services performed by the family,
the place from which their family originated, the title or profession of the head of the family or any other
special characteristic of the family that prevailed at the time the family name was adopted.

Examples
Arachchige (house of village head)
Gallage (from the place of Galla)
Palliya Guruge (of the family of teacher (guru) attached to the Church)
Radage(of the family of washerman)
Tuppahige (of house of the interpreter)
Wedage (of the house or family of physician)

The family name of a person is inherited from his/her father and normally, it precedes the personal name.
But lately some Sri Lankan authors have used the family name after the personal name. This type of
hereditary family name is carried down through all descendants irrespective of whether they are male or
female. The use of hereditary family surnames has evolved gradually and sometimes hastened by legislation
and became a common practice. The baptismal rites and the Thombu registration introduced by colonial
administrators also changed the naming pattern.

Some have used their family name before the personal name and also at the end as a surname. Most of
them have given those names in initials before the surname.

Examples:

W.M.K.Wijetunga for Wijetunga Mudalige Karunaratne Wijetunga

C.A.T.Colonne for Colonne Appuhamilage Thomas Colonne

There are instances where authors have deleted the wasagama or ge name and added the name of the
village to their personal names.

Examples:

Weliwattage Don Nandimitra goes as Arewwala Nandimitra where Arewwala is the name of the village

Pattinikutti Mudiyanselage Chandradasa goes as Chandradasa Madampe where Madampe is the name of
the village

Surname of European origin - Category II

Western influences have made steady inroads to the naming conventions during the 16th century and local
people in the Maritime Provinces have adopted westernized surnames. This type of surname was first
adopted by those who came into contact with Sri Lanka’s European rulers. As a result of these influences
Western Forenames also came into use together with Western Surnames.

Examples:

Andiris de Zoysa Arnolis Mendis
Aloysius Pieris Godwin Jacob de Fonseka
John de Silva John Perera,
James de Alwis Nicholas Mendis
Colvin R. de Silva

When this type of Surnames was adopted some people have dropped their wasagama names.
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Examples:

Ahangama Veda Arachchige William Alwis –William Alwis
Makalanduwage John de Silva  -  John de Silva
Jalath Andiris de Zoysa  - Andiris de Zoysa
Kantulage Berty Dickson  Fernando – Berty Dickson Fernando

Some authors have used the name of the village as a prefix to their personal name and the Surnames of
European origin (Category II)

Examples:
Bentota Hubert Fernando, - Bentara Albert de Silva
Boralesgamuwe G.H.Perera

As a result of the national awakening during the 20th century some Sinhalese dropped European surnames
like Cooray, Fernando, Fonseka, Mendis, Perera and Silva, Soysa etc. their ancestors have taken and
adopted indigenous surnames like Amarasinghe, Gunaratne and Wijayasinghe. Most of these names were
also given as patabandi names.

Others began to use their ancestral wasagma or ge names as the surname, leaving out the European type
surname.

Example:

Terrence Warnakulasuriya

Warnakulasuriya Terrence Fernando dropped the European type surname Fernando, but retained the
Euopean forename Terrence and came to be known as Terrence Warnakulasuriya.

Honorific Surname (Patabandi nama) Surname-Category III

Patabandi names were conferred to individuals for their services to the Royalty or to the Portuguese or the
Dutch Governors in appreciation of the recipient’s remarkable service or brave deed.  The term “pata”
means a frontlet or head ornament. The honorific title was awarded to a person by the Sinhala Kings along
with the (pata) head ornament. These patabendi names were used by their families and subsequently came
into usage as surnames.

Examples:

Abayakoon (fearless chief) Jayasingha (victorious lion)
Jayawardhana (victory increaser) Rajapaksha (loyal to the King)
Seneviratna (victorious commander) Wikramasingha (victorious lion)

When a person was awarded with patabendi name his wasagama or surname of European origin took the
secondary position. Sometimes all the other names were represented by initials.

Examples:
Andiris Dias Dheerasekea
S.W.R.D.Bandaranaike for Solomon West Ridgeway Dias Bandaranaike
P.de S. Kularatne for Patrick de Silva Kularatne

There are instances where authors only used the Personal name+ Patabendi nama and refrained from
using their   wasagama /ge name
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Examples:

Ananda Jayasinghe  - Jayasinghe Arachchige Ananda  Jayasinghe
Somapala Jayawardhane -    Wickramasinghe Pathiranage Somapala Jayawardhane

Wimal Abhayasundara - Arumadura  Wimal De Silva  Abhayasundara

Patronomic Surnames (Surname Category IV)

Recently, there is the practice among Sinhala people of using father’s personal name suffixed to individual’s
name as a surname. This is similar to Tamil naming convention, children taking the father’s name.

Examples:

Anuradha Nandasiri
Subhani Amaradeva

Sometimes hereditary family name indicating the family origin, clan, and occupation is hardly seen beyond
the confines of a Birth Certificate or an Identity Card. This type of family name (wasagama) in most cases
is abbreviated as initials.

Examples:

A.R.P.Jamis Appuhamy , M.W.Simon Silva
M.H.Arnolis, M.B.Ariyapala
T.A.Amarasena

In some cases modified family name ( wasagama or ge name) is used as a Surname

Examples:

Ananda Guruge – Ananda W.P.Guruge
Kalyanaratne Ranasinghe - Ranasinghe Arachchige  Kalyanaratne
Madurasinghe Gunatillake –Madurasinghe Arachchige Gunatillake
Valimuni Vipulasena  - Heva Valimunige  Vipulasena

Some have dropped their wasagama and use only the personal names
Ajith Thilakasena -Hapuarachchige Ajith Thilakasena
Saman Thilakasiri – Henaka Arachchilage Saman Thilakasiri
Tusitha Gamini –Uggalla Arachchige  TusithA Gamini
Sinhala women usually adopt the surname of the husband after marriage.

Examples:

Lorna Srimathi Devaraja
Amara Ranatunga
Swarna Jayaweera
Silvi Senadhira

There are instances where married women keep their family name (wasagama) as the first part of the name
intact.

Examples:

Leelawathie Perumadura
Mada Poruge Sriyanthie
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There are also instances where the Sri Lankan women authors who have continued their maiden names
even after the marriage.

Examples:

Wijenayake Mudalige Piyaseeli

Sinhala authors now a day invariably use a surname.

Examples:

S.F.de Silva
W.A.de Silva
Thudawe Gunawardena

But there are still many Sinhala Authors who use their family names (wasagama) and one or more personal
names.

Examples:

K.G. Nihal Nanda   - Kahatapiti Pathirannehalage  Nihal Nanda
S.G. Samarasinghe  - Suraweerage  Gunadasa Samarasinghe
Minivan P. Thilakaratne – Minivandeni Pathirannahelage Thilakaratne

Honorifics prefixed to Personal Names

There are two types of honorifics attached to Personal names.  This type of honorifics attached before or
after the personal names of authors can be removed from the entry heading.

Examples:

Acharya, Adikaram
Adigar Arachchi
Atapattu Basnayake
Basnayake Nilame Disawe
Diyawadana Nilame Gate Mudaliyar
Gate Muhandiram Kapurala
Korale Korale Mahattaya
Maha Mudali Mudali
Muhandiram Mohottala
Nyayacharya Panditha
Panditacharya Veda Arachchi
Vidane Wasala Mudali

Honorifics such as Don, Dom (for males) and Dona (for females) were used in the Portuguese era to
names, in order to signify the high status of a person.

Examples:

Don  Juvan Dharmapala
Dona Katherina
Dona Isabela Perumal =Gajaman nona

Honorifics suffixed to Personal names -

This category of honorific words is usually suffixed to personal names. These honorifics cannot be separated
from the personal name,
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Andiris Appu
Andiris Appuhamy
Appu singho
Punchi Singho
Ran Etana

There are instances where authors use the family name and personal name in initials and a common
honorific in full as the last component. In such cases, those common honorifics have become a category of
Surnames.

Examples:

N.M.Appuhamy
W.M.Appuhamy

Sri Lankan Tamil Names

Sri Lankan Tamils usually have two names. The first is the father’s name and the second is the personal
name. Men and women use the same naming structure but women sometimes adopt the husband’s name
after marriage.

Examples:

Arumuga Navalar, Karthigesu Sivathamby
Karthigesu Indrapala, Murugar Gunasingham
Vasantha Nadarajan, Mahadhevan Muththusaamy
Muththusaamy Kamalaraani, Dushyanthi Daniel

Sometimes an individual is given two personal names and they are placed after the father’s name.

Examples:

Ganapathipillai Gangesar Ponnambalam or G.G.Ponnambalam

There are instances where individuals use their ancestor’s names from the earliest to the most recent and
end with their own name

Examples:

Manuelpillai Chellaturai Elialpillai Virendra
M.C.E.Virendra or Eliapillai Virendra

Some Tamil Christians still maintain the Tamil convention of keeping their father’s name as a surname.
Chellaturai Titus or Titus Chelladurai
Tamil Christians after Baptismal took forenames and surnames of Christian origin.

Examples:
Daniel Poor
Joseph W. Barr

Some of the Tamil Christians who were converted back to Hinduism have reverted to their traditional -
naming pattern. There are some others who have combined Tamil and Christian names.

Examples:

Saravanamuttu  Rajanathan
Kanaganayagam Barr
Saravanamuttu Hallock
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Sri Lankan Muslim Names

Sri Lanka Muslims can be categorized into two distinct sub groups namely Moors and Malays.

Sri Lankan Muslims of Arab origin are known as Moors, they have multiple methods of naming. Rural
Moors use their father’s name as the first component of the name. This is similar to the Tamil naming
convention. The only difference is that they may use more than one name prefixed to the personal name.

The personal name of an individual and the father’s name may have a host of titles prefixed to them.

Example

Slema Lebbe Marikar Sinna Lebbe Achchi Marikar.

Sinna Lebbe Achchi Marikar has prefixed his father’s name Slema Lebbe Marikar to his name Here Selma
is the father’s personal name; Sinna is the son’s personal name.

Lebbe (Islamic priest) Achchi (one who has performed the haj pilgrimage) and Marikar (trading agent) are
titles. Nevertheless they are considered as part of the name.

Slema and Sinna are localised forms of the Arabicised Jewish name Sulaiman and the Arabic name Hassan
respectively.

The names Mohamed or Ahmed are commonly used as Forenames for male Moors while the names Fathima
or Sithy or Ummu or Noor are used for females.

Moors have a tendency to give more than one name for their children. This usually arises from the fact that
leading members of both spouses’ relatives take part in giving these names.

Some Moors from the Kandyan Provinces use the Sinhala -ge names.

Examples:

Mudiyanselage Naufer
Thambimudiyanselage Ameen

Malays

The Sri Lankan Malays are Muslims who have originated from Java and Malayan Peninsula. They are
different from Moors in their physical appearance and in the language they speak.

Sri Lankan Malays who are mainly Muslim but not Moorish usually have Western-style surnames. However
they have a tendency to use the prefix Tuan for males and Gnei for females as a standard similar to the
Mohamed and Fathima of the Moors.

Islam does not encourage the giving up of the family name by women after marriage. However, now most
Sri Lankan Malay and even Moor women adopt the Western style of taking their husband’s name.

Names of Burghers

Burghers are Christian descendants of Portuguese, Dutch and British who intermarried with the local
Sinhala, Tamil or Moors. Burghers use more than one personal name. Surname is carried down the line as
in the West. Women adopt the surname of the husband after marriage.

Sri Lankan Christians are mostly descendents of converts from Sinhala Buddhists, Muslim Moors and
Tamils. They adopt the Western naming convention keeping their surnames running down the lineage.
However, some of them still carry their wasagama or ge names, if they are Sinhala.
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Some Tamil Christians still maintain the Tamil convention of keeping their father’s name as a prefixed to
their personal name.

Pseudonyms

AACR2 accepts for a catalogue heading any name, characterizing phrase, letter or sequence of letters of
the alphabet, or number standing in the place of a real name. Where an author has written under several
pseudonyms, the code directs that in such cases entry for each item shall be based on the name appearing
in that item. Under each name used an explanatory reference will also be necessary, referring users to other
names, or pseudonyms used by the writer. For the use of cataloguers and also users it is necessary to
prepare a comprehensive List of Pseudonyms and the different names used by authors. This will enable the
cataloguers to make "see also" references necessary to connect the different names. Problem arises when
the form of the pseudonym is that of forename and a surname, which has the appearance of a real name and
treated like a real name in cataloguing and also the same author has used several names.

Examples:

Sagara Palansuriya    (as a layman)

Kalalelle  Skera Himi (after becoming a Buddhist priest)

Keyas (Pseudonym)

Podi Athula (pseudonym) - real name Majuvana Kankanamge Victor Ivon ,but commonly known as
Victor Ivon

Ieshvara Mutta (pseudonym) –  Ranchagoda Balamahatmaya

Some authors have modified their personal name and added the name of the village to the same for the
purpose of identification. These names have the appearance of a real name can be treated like a real name
in cataloguing.

S.Thillakaratne goes as Oruwala Thilaka - Oruwala is the name of the village

Senadhirage Banduratne Wimalasiri goes as Oruwala Bandu - Oruwala is the name of the village

Some of the Sinhala poets are better known by the name of the village they come from. They have not
given their personal names but have used the generic term ‘poet’ suffixed to the name of the village.

Examples:

Algama kivindu  (poet from Algama) Dodanwela kivindu (poet from Dodanwela )
Dorapane kivinda (poet from Dorapane) Kannnepola kivindu (poet from Kannepola
Neralugama  kaviya (poet from Neralugama) Mahakavi (great poet)

Names of Buddhist Priests

Names of Buddhist priests have to be treated separately as they pose different problems. Names of early
Buddhist priests in Sri Lanka had mainly the given and a term to denote that they belong to the priesthood.

Examples:

Mahinda Tera, Sumana Tera
Buddhaghosha Himi, Buddhapriya Himi
Dharmakeerthi Himi (A.D. 1220-1293)
Dharmasena Himi, Mahanama Himi
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Even during the early period there are instances where honorifics such as Bata, Asa, Asiya were prefixed
to names of Buddhist priests. There were also instances where qualifying terms such as Pindapathika,
Majjhimabhanaka, Samyuttabhanaka, Viharavamsika were prefixed to the given names to identify them.

During the last few decades a vast number of qualifying terms/ epithets have been attached to the names of
Buddhist priests. All these terms can be grouped into three categories.

Category 1

Terms denoting a form of respect that is prefixed to given names

Examples:
Asa, Ayusmat
Bata Garu
 Pujya, Pujyapada
Pujya Pandita, Reverend
Siri/Sri Venerable

Category II

Terms illustrative of status and learning are also a common type of prefix added to names of Buddhist
priests.

Examples:
Pandita, Parivenadhipathi
Pirivenpathi, Vinayadhara
Dharmadhara , Shadbhasha parameshvara
Tripitaka Vagishvara, Vichitra Dharmakathika
Viharadhipathi, Yogavachara

Prefixes given in Category I and II can be removed from entry heading. But the epithet ‘Sri’ can be
retained if the priest is better known with that prefix attached to the personal name.

Examples

Totagamuwe Sri Rahula himi
Sri Rahula Himi, Totagamuwe

Battaramulle Sri Subhuti Himi
Sri Subhuti  Himi,Battaramulle

Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala Himi
Sri Sumangal Himi,Hikkaduwe

Category III

Terms indicative of rank in priesthood are also suffixed to the names of the Buddhist priests

Examples:
Ayusmat, Bhikkhu
Bhikshu Tera
Thera Sthavira
Himi Mahimi
Maha Tera Maha Thero
Maha Sthavira Nahimi
Nayaka Tera Nayaka Thero
Nayaka Sthavira Yati
Yatindu
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These terms denote that they belong to Buddhist clergy. Therefore, it is useful to retain a standard term
indicative of priesthood in the entry element in association with the given name. As there are variant forms
in Sinhala, Pali and Sanskrit it is advisable to use a standardized form. It is recommended to use the term
‘Himi’ for all those terms.

Category  IV

Some of the early Buddhist priests were known by the name of the religious institutions they were associated
and the name of the village. If the given name is not ascertainable these terms can be used as the entry
element followed by the suffix Himi
Examples:
Panchamula  Parivenadhipathi Himi
Uturumula  Himi  - Uturumula  Maha therindu
Mahanethpamula  Himi
Unambuwe Himi   - Unambuwe yatindu
Kobbekaduwe Himi - Kobbekaduwe yati

Normally names of Buddhist priests have three distinct name elements .They are the name of the Village,
Given name (that is the name given to a person when he is ordained)  and a common honorific to denote
the priesthood. All other epithets attached to the names of Buddhist priests can be omitted from the entry
heading. The most important element in the name of a Buddhist priest is the Given name. Therefore the
first element in the entry heading has to be the Given name, followed by the term to denote priesthood and
the name of the village. If the name of the village is not available the dates or period can be given to
identify him from others of the same name.

Examples:
Atthadassi himi ,(1270-1293)
Saddhananda himi, (19 th Century)
Buddhadatta Himi, Polwatte -  Aggamahapanditha  Polwatte Buddhadatta  Sthavira

If the given name is not known and the priest is known as an incumbent of a temple/head of a religious
institution  or by the name of the village , use that name as the entry element .Add the date or the period
after the suffix ‘Himi’ to differentiate the priest from others

Unambuwe himi- Unambuwe yatindu

Uturumula himi (1412-1467)

Kobbekaduwe himi

American Cataloguing Rules (AACR 2)

Chapter 2 of the AACR requires the choice of a main entry for each work catalogued and lays down the
form of name to be used in the heading. The general rule requires main entry under the ‘commonly known
name’ How a person’s name appears in works issued in his own language is taken in the code as the
commonly known name. This criterion for choice is insufficient for several reasons. Authors may use
more than one such form in his works and also an author’s writings in his own language may be even
unknown or insignificant.

Headings for Persons: Selection of Entry Element

In the absence of a National code of rules for rendering the entry element in Sri Lankan names cataloguers
and bibliographers have used the last element of a name as the entry heading. By doing so in certain cases
Personal names and Honorifics have become entry headings under the mistaken impression that they are
surnames proper as in Western Names where forenames precede the surnames.
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Problem of selecting the correct entry element

It has become difficult for the cataloguers to select the entry element of the names of Sri Lankan authors
for the following reasons:

1. The peculiarities of the combination of different name elements
2. The use of Honorifics and Titles
3. The use of the surnames, especially Patabandi names as given names for persons
4. The use of Pseudonyms
5. When an author has used different names from time to time
6. Transliterated names and variant spellings

Standard Presentation of Names

The International Conference on Cataloguing Principles (ICCP) Paris, 9-18 October, 1961 by its resolution
IV.A (1) called for the publication of a statement of practice approved in each country for the entry of the
personal names of its nationals. After a broad survey undertaken by A.H. Chaplin, of the British Museum,
‘Names of Persons: national usages for entry in catalogues’ was published in 1967 and a revision in 1980.

International Conference on National Bibliographies, Paris 1977

At this Conference it was stipulated that a national bibliographic agency ‘should maintain an authority
control system for national names, personal and corporate, and uniform titles, in accordance with
international guidelines’

Authority Files for Sri Lankan Authors

Bibliographic Division of the Sri Lanka National Library as the National Bibliographic Agency has now
undertaken the task of compiling Authority Files. The Name Authority File - Sinhala (From Anuradhapura
Period to mid of the 20th century) need to be revised incorporating adequate information to guide the
cataloguers and bibliographers in the choice of name in heading. Therefore Authority files should also
contain Guidelines for rendering the entry element for various types of combinations, changed and assumed
names, pseudonyms and honorifics that are used by Sri Lankan Authors.

(To be continued in the next issue)
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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

Colon Classification is one of the unique classification systems as well a faceted classification of the
world in that nature. The impact of the Colon Classification to other classifications is very enormous. This
classification is the first scientific classification when compared with all other classification schemes. The
unique features that contain in the scheme are the use of Five Fundamental Categories, application of
categories, application of theories and principles pragmatically, demonstration of inter and cross-subject
relationships, showing the resemblance between the personality and the subject, facet analysis, facet
synthesis, analytico-synthetic feature, more rules, notes and instructions, the possession of fundamental
parts and the brevity of a classification system.

Keywords: Library Classification, Categories, Facet Analysis, Analytico-Synthetic Classification, Phase
Relations
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Abstract

Save the Children set up a series of libraries managed by children in the communities they lived and
trained children to run them, as a way of protecting the children from harm. The objective of the
library development program was to increase children’s knowledge and skills and thereby protect
them.  It has also encouraged self-expression and creativity.

Keywords

Child Rights to Information; Child Rights to Education; Child Protection; Children’s Clubs; Children’s
Libraries; Library Extension Services; Alcoholism; HIV/AIDS; Mother Migration; UNCRC; Child Led
Libraries; Basic  Library Skills

Preamble

International legal environment on child rights owes much to the development that has taken place in
Western Legal System.  Apparently international concern with children’s rights initially concern for the
prevention of slavery, and the protection of women and children from sexual exploitation.  The first
expression of concern with child rights as an interest that should receive priority can be found in the
statement of the Polish doctor Janus Korczak.  He has advocated a strategy of rights in place of adult
duties towards children.  It was only in 1959 that a specific declaration of the child was adopted at the
international level by the UN and focused on children as persons entitled on rights in their own capacity.

Later, human rights instruments such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966)
did articulate rights that also covered children and were binding in international law on states that ratified
these instruments.  However, the general issue of protecting child rights in international law was not raised
until 1979.  This year was an important one for both women and children.  It saw the adoption of the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (1979). Ten years later,
after a prolonged drafting process, the convention that emerged was adopted as the UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child (1989).

According to Goonesekere (1998) international concern with child rights has evolved in an environment
where individuals and national as well as international agencies have been active for many decades in
promoting concern and action on behalf of children.

The evolving concept of child rights at the international level that culminated in the adoption of the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) enables international law and national legal systems to be
used creatively so as to give additional support to these concerns and efforts.  Recognition of children’s
rights involves imposition of responsibilities suggests that legal systems will be used so as to impact on
social practices and strengthen the ongoing efforts on behalf of children.  The historical background to the
development of the concept of child rights provides some insights into the manner in which the interests
of children came to occupy a central position in international law.

Right to information and its influence on child led libraries in
Sri Lanka

Lionel R. Amarakoon*

Lionel R. Amarakoon,  LIS Consultant (Formerly Country Information Officer, Save the Children (UK)
E-mail : Lionel.amarakoon@gmail.com
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Child led libraries

Child led libraries means libraries managed by children. That is to say all technical services are done by
the child librarians themselves. They managed the day to day services of the libraries.

The Childhood

As mentioned earlier, the idea that children have rights is of relatively recent origin and related to the
concept of childhood and the notion of a child.  Children have human rights, and they do not deserve
them, they do not need to be given rights.  ‘The fact that children are not yet grown up is used as an excuse
by parents, social workers, teachers, judges and many other adults (who are duty bearers of children) to
follow their own interpretation of the child’s interest and to set demands and make decisions that may have
far-reaching consequences for children which no one can foresee. Why are adults, who are in a much
stronger position in many respects, so afraid to take children seriously and to grant them a large degree of
autonomy?

We need to regard the child as an individual with rights of his own as a human being.  Because of this
situation, he/she needs rights for protection and to guarantee access to services.   As enshrined in the UN
Convention of Rights of Children (UNCRC) those are rights are not only obligations for the state, parents
and other duty bearers of children, but also possibilities, and opportunities for children to participate in
daily life and  at least have a say  in their own  lives. This directs to a child’s right to information and
education in detail.

Right to Information/Education

If we are to analyse the child’s developmental process it will reveal that information plays an indispensable
role.  That is to say, the child is an information seeker.  Surely, information affects the physical, emotional,
cognitive and social development of the child and this fact has far-reaching implications for the child’s
providers of information. There is no doubt, that it is very important that  all children should  have access
to information and can benefit from  such information processes, regardless of the place and time in which
they live.  Are children legally protected while they grow up, seek information and develop as human
beings? As this question regards all children, an international approach is useful.

In finding out right to information in the UNCRC, explicit formulations are found in the child’s right to
freedom of expression (article 13) and  his/her right of access to information (article 17). The latter refers
to the role of the mass media in providing information and materials from a variety of sources.  Implicit
formulations of the right to information provide a wider   spectrum. They refer to the role of information
in the process of upbringing by parents, the development of the child’s personality;  his/her freedom to
express views in all matters concerning his/her life; the freedom of thought, conscience and religion; and,
the respect for his private life.  Other implicit formulations are related to the child’s right to information
which supports his/her social participation, such as his freedom of association; the possibilities of the
child to participate in cultural life; his/her access to education; and, his/her right to know his/her rights.

If we are to look closely at the right to information in its most explicit formulations is interesting for
librarians (child librarians) because the articles reveal the approach, which has been intended by the
drafters of the UNCRC. In a commentary the positive task of the mass media was stressed to convey
appropriate information; to support educational programmes; to promote the cultural heritage of the child
and to inform the child of the wider world of which he is a part.  As the provision of information is related
to an educational aim, another proposal (article 29) was put forward by the drafters.  Education consider
as the most important means of improving human conditions, of safeguarding human  rights and of
establishing peace and justice on earth.  But such education cannot simply be academic education, or
book-learning. It should be lifelong learning and it should help the education of the character.  It won’t be
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sufficient, for example to tell the child that he/she has a duty to respect human rights.  What is required is
guidance and training that will develop in the child qualities that are indispensable if the child is to
become a promoter and protector of human rights. In this respect it is clear to us that access to information
has especially to be provided in view of the educational potential and the understanding of human values
protected in human rights.

The right to information/right to education implementation in child (led) managed libraries

The UNCRC is a special near universal (to date 193 countries had ratified it) treaty as it not only formulates
obligations for the states, but also speaks of the primary responsibility of parents for the upbringing and
development of the child.  But also other individuals and institutions have obligations if one thinks of the
child’s right to be heard in administrative and judicial proceedings or the child’s right to education.  As the
child for example has a right to express his views in all matters affecting the child, there is a clear obligation
for all who are taking decisions, formulating policies or creating the child’s environment, either in schools,
in the street or elsewhere to organize the participation of children. There is no reason to exempt libraries
(child led libraries) from these obligations of human rights.  On the contrary, there are ample reasons for
these child led libraries (coming under SC (UK) child led libraries project) in showing library commitment
to children’s rights.

Save the Children (UK) in Sri Lanka has been working with and for children of the district of
Anuradhapura to find ways of helping them reduce their vulnerability to sexual abuse and exploitation.
The main strategy has been the development of 54 community child libraries across the district initially,
run by the children themselves, which have achieved a combined membership of more than 3,240 children.
These libraries (safe places for children) bring together the children and provide them with a secure place
to discuss issues which are important to them and identify ways to address them.

Anuradhapura is the largest district of Sri Lanka, with the northernmost borders suffering from a conflict
which has now being resolved after more than two decade of time.  Most of the problems Sri Lankan
children face, such as poor nutritional status and lack of access to health and good education services,
stem from the war.

Another factor is that the region’s traditional lifestyles and social norms, built on a rural agricultural base,
seem to be collapsing rapidly, creating many psychosocial and socio-economical problems.  Mothers have
been migrating to the Middle East to look for work, increasing the vulnerability of their children.  This
situation is aggravated by growing alcoholism among fathers and ignorance among other family members.
The initiative had its roots in a “Sexual Health and Exploitation Prevention” program in which SC (UK)
was involved.  As part of this, they organized training on sexual health  for a core group of children.  The
children came up with two suggestions: a survey of children in their villages to discover what challenges
they faced in their day to day life; and an ‘Introductory program’ for parents on the need for a sexual
health program.  The latter was later carried out by the local probation services and the police.

The following were the three main issues identified in the survey:

- Alcoholism among fathers

- Mothers migrating to Middle East for employment

- Sexual exploitation

The children identified the life skills that they already had and also what skills they should develop
themselves. The core group of children was given training on the following areas:
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Life skills:
- Conflict resolution
- Negotiations
- Leadership
- Basic library skills

Knowledge bases:
- HIV/AIDS
- Drug Abuse
- Alcoholism
- Human sexuality

Once they went back to their villages they handed on these skills and knowledge to their peers through a
series of activities.

Sexual health problems

Some of the problems relating to sexual health faced by the children include incest in families where
mothers have left; a high number of children, especially girls, increasing their vulnerability by dropping
out of school; and child labour in garment factories, where the children are vulnerable to exploitation.
Girls who have been sexually exploited often continue as sex workers.  Earlier, girls also served as sex
workers for army personnel in the transit from the war front.  Sexual harassment on public transport is
common, as are unwanted teenage pregnancies and attempted suicides among children as a result of sexual
exploitation.

The overall objective of the library development program, implemented through children’s clubs, is to
increase children’s knowledge and skills and thereby protect them.  It has also helped them to co-operate
and encouraged self-expression and creativity.  In addition, their language skills have improved through
conversation, storytelling and singing.

The community libraries run by children provide an opportunity for children to talk about sexual health
and access reliable information on ways to protect themselves from sexually-transmitted diseases and
HIV/AIDS.  This has been particularly important as their parents and teachers are reluctant to talk about
sexual and reproductive health and HIV/AIDS with them.  If the children did ask for information on these
issues they were often given irrelevant or incorrect information.

As one child said, “We did not know about these things.  Nobody told us about these things.  Now we
know the difference between love and lust”.

 In addition, the libraries have a significant role to play in providing psychosocial support.  Children often
feel isolated and alone in coping with their problems.  The meetings organized by the libraries help them
realize that other children are experiencing the same difficulties.

Influencing community behavior

Various library extension activities have helped influence the behavior of other members of the community.
The children have developed and performed street dramas showing the impact of their fathers’ alcoholism
on their lives.  This awareness raising work is reinforced by equipping the children with skills to help
reduce the alcohol consumption of their fathers, through, for example, talking about the issue with their
fathers when they are sober.

These activities have also played a key role in raising awareness of the issues among government departments
and influencing their approaches to finding solutions.  Departments such as the police, probation and
child care, public health and education now pay greater attention to the requests and complaints of children.
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It seems that the behavioral changes to which the children have contributed at the community level are
reinforced by the relevant government agencies.  This helps to sustain the changes and, over time, reduce
the vulnerability of children’; and to increase understanding and support for the children’s right to participate
in and contribute to their community and society.

One of the young librarian comments: “Now we feel strong.  We can now negotiate with the government
officials, police officers and solve our problems. We got library buildings for libraries by negotiate with
relevant government officials in various departments”.

The children administer an open access system and have classified the books according to the first and the
second summary of the Dewey decimal classification scheme. Each child librarian maintains an accessions
register and a borrowers register.  Many of them have been keen to collect and organize other materials,
such as the local fauna and flora.  Labeled and displayed in the library, this natural resource serves as first
hand learning material for young people in the villages.

Many libraries have organized story hours, art/quiz competitions and role plays as library literacy activities.
Most of them maintain a bulletin board, where children’s creative work is displayed.  The librarians have
taken steps to obtain books from other organizations and individuals, to supplement those donated by
Save the Children (U.K.).

Children Club Members have also organized village fairs to raise funds for library reading materials.
Children have brought vegetables, fruits and groundnuts grown at home to sell to raise funds.

A remarkable initiative by one child library (Palugaswewa Smagi Lama Library) is the establishment of
“Summer Hut” type reading rooms.  When it is hot, children can come out from the library and use the hut
for reading or joint studies and discussions.  They have built four such huts in the area.

In addition they established ‘community information cells’ in their respective libraries.  For instance these
information cells teach young adults and parents how to fill in official forms in order to obtain different
services offered by government agencies.  The first step has been acquiring the numerous forms and
leaflets available and displaying them in the library.

What they said about the children’s clubs/libraries

‘For  the first time in my life, I have talked to a government official, when I negotiated to get an abandoned
circuit bungalow which is located in our village, for the children’s club library and the resource centre.
With the participation of the members of our children club library, I managed to organize a ‘Sharamadana’
to clear the thick forest surrounding the building and to renovate the building to facilitate housing of the
library there.  We were able to negotiate with the Officer in-charge of the Wilachchiya Police to obtain the
services of the home guards (Civil Security Officers) of that area to participate in the shramadana to clear
the forest…”

“I was not that confident, as I am now, after being involved in the children’s clubs/libraries. I must mention
here, that I was an ordinary timid village boy before, who never came forward even to talk to a visitor who
came to our house, the program changed my life a lot. I have lots of friends in the village.  I now serve as
the children’s community librarian in my village”.

Prabath, 15 yrs, Wilachchiya

“These children are now very confident.  They have a clear vision for their lives.  I remember how they
approached me in order to obtain buildings for their libraries.  There were some abandoned building
belongs to the government in my division.  I also had some difficulties in giving them to children’s clubs.
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They were so determined to get the unused buildings for their libraries.  I had no choice but to hand over
the buildings to the children’s clubs at the end.

Vijitha Nanda Kumara, 47 yrs Divisional Secretary, Wilachchiya

Key lessons learned and Conclusions

The implementation of the community children’s libraries highlighted a number of key lessons:

- Providing children with the information and skills to influence their lives is more sustainable
than simply providing them with material support.

- It is essential to plan activities in order to maintain focus and momentum.  Without such
structured activities the children are likely to rapidly lose interest in the group.

- A team approach is more effective and sustainable than working alone.  The strength of
their collective voices has enabled the children to change the behavior and attitudes of
adult at both community and government levels.

Save the Children set up a series of libraries managed by children in the communities they lived and
trained children to run them, as a way of protecting the children from harm. The objective of the library
development program was to increase children’s knowledge and skills and thereby protect them.  It has
also encouraged self-expression and creativity.

The child led libraries should facilitate children to participate in cultural life. That is to say these libraries
must create suitable and equal opportunities for cultural, artistic, and recreational and leisure activity.
Programs offered should be appropriate to the age of the child, so that these libraries have to set up a
policy of life long cultural programs, taking into account the various interests and levels of understanding.
The child has the right to be respected. That is to say, the child has the right of access to information and
material from a diversity of national and international sources, especially those aimed at the promotion of
his or her social, spiritual and moral well-being and physical and mental health. Information can also be
used to prevent children from harm.  In the child led libraries, ‘child information cells’ should be established,
in which all kinds of practical information is collected and made understandable for children. This may be
information related to health, techniques, media, relationships, and environment. Information about
counselling, ombuds workers, help lines or contact persons should also be available. This means the child
led libraries need to be cooperate in a network of social institutions and provisions for children.

Dissemination of information and material of social and cultural benefit to the child should also be in
accordance with the sprit of the aim to education which includes: the development of the child’s personality,
talents and mental and physical abilities to their fullest potential; the development of respect for human
rights, for other cultural and the natural environment.

This also includes the  principle of non-discrimination: all children must have equal access to information,
even if this requires extra measures because they are children in welfare camps (displaced due to the war
in the north of Sri Lanka), disabled, belong to a minority group,  live in a remote area.

When organizing libraries to be managed by children that has to be taken care of the best interests of the
child.  They should be the primary consideration in all measures concerning children. In the library one
can think of opening hours, the best place for children’s section, preference for a library managed by a
child, an adequate budget for resources, services and activities geared towards children. When budget cuts
are made, the services for children should be the latest to be affected if at all.
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Abstract

Copyright and related right i.e. rights of authors ,performers, producers of sound recordings and broadcasting
organizations is a part of Intellectual Property rights which are  a legally enforceable to persons over  the
creations of their minds . Such creations concern only the expressions  of ideas. The ideas are not protected.
The copyright  embraces economic rights and moral rights. The protected rights are subjected to certain
limitations. The fair use covers the acts of use for the purpose of education, research, private use, libraries
and archives and the like.
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Abstract:Abstract:Abstract:Abstract:Abstract:

The existing cataloguing rules came into existence in 1978 more than three decades ago. In the meantime
several changes have taken place in the field of library services. Unfortunately experts and organizations in
the library world   have   not shown any interest or support to meet the changes taking place by developing
the cataloguing rules. This was due the fact that some of them were of opinion that they should enter the
digital era while a few wanted a change of cataloguing rules.

This article is based on problems related to cataloguing of legal literature with special reference to comput-
erization and current digitalization with special reference to the situation existing in Sri Lanka.

IntrIntrIntrIntrIntroductionoductionoductionoductionoduction

In the past libraries were the primary information providers. By now libraries are losing this place with the
rich and agile digital information services. However libraries still manage as they do possess materials not
available elsewhere but   its approach to user services and user interface cannot compete successfully with
high class information technological services. To avoid or get away from this marginalization, libraries must
make fundamental changes in their user services. i.e. catalogue, and it rules etc. This change must be a
radical change. This is not my opinion but of those who believe technology as the sole distributor of infor-
mation. As far as I am aware this is not the truth.

When considering the status in Sri Lanka it is not possible to make these radical changes in near future.

LawLawLawLawLaw

Law in common speech means a rule which is capable of enforcement through institutions. Law is not
always enforceable. It can be defined as a system of law applicable to achieve justice. As an authority, it can
mediate peoples' interests; a command of the sovereign. One likes to think of law as a completely central
social institution. Laws are politics as it is the politician who creates it. Sometimes law is philosophy be-
cause ethical persuasion is there. Law is also history  as  it tells  many history's stories through statutes, case
law and codifications build up over the time. And it is said to be economics as it tells rules about contracts,
torts, property, labour law, company law and many other aspects of distribution of wealth. Noun "law"
derives from late old English "lagu". It means something laid down or fixed. Legal is the adjective and is
derived from "lex".

Law is a widely expanding field and thus the materials in a law library becomes incomplete in a short period.

Collection in a Law LibraryCollection in a Law LibraryCollection in a Law LibraryCollection in a Law LibraryCollection in a Law Library

A law library comprise of mainly on legal literature;  laws, statutes, law reports, unreported cases, statutory
instruments, bills, drafts of bills, treaties, journals, administrative rules,  national or international commis-
sion reports, citations, fact finding books, monographs on law and legal & general reference sources, gov-
ernment publications related to law and various other publications related to the field of law, e.g. legal
writings: letters, memoranda and appellate briefs. A casual inspection of resources in a law library will show
that its collection is distinguishable from the collections in other libraries, not only due to its distinctive

Cataloguing  Rules applicable to  Legal Literature
Dolitha I.D. Andradi*
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subject matter but also due to the fact that a large proportion of the books are in long sets in many volumes
under a single uniform title and these are easily accessible to experienced readers and these have primary
authority. They are law reports and statutes, statutory instruments, and administrative instruments.

CatalogueCatalogueCatalogueCatalogueCatalogue

Until recently the catalogue was the most useful research device in a law library. It will help you to find out
what materials are available in the library or to trace the availability of any particular material. Users as well
as the librarian and the staff go to the catalogue in search of any materials. The catalogue has multiple access
points  to a single item; the author, other personal authors, editions, series, subject etc.

Today's librarian face a challenge than the librarians during the last three or four decades with the emergence
of computer technology and documents produced by electronic methods.

The format of the catalogue available in the early periods, i.e. Early 20th   century was the card catalogue.

History of the CatalogueHistory of the CatalogueHistory of the CatalogueHistory of the CatalogueHistory of the Catalogue

In 1908 "ALA Cataloguing  Rules were issued and revised in 1949 and named as "Rules for descriptive
Cataloguing. Then in 1967 this was once again revised and named as "Anglo American Cataloguing
Rules"(AACR2). The 2nd edition was issued in 1978. By that time  technology changes were taking place,
with the arrival of computers and electronic networking. To get the better of a catalogue there must be a
uniformity in cataloguing. AACR was written during a period in which there were only card catalogues.
However by  the next decade electronic data bases came into existence in UK, USA  and elsewhere but not
in Sri Lanka. The Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) is available at the British Council Library. No
sooner the World Wide Web (www) became the primary means of connecting to the library catalogue.

This online catalogue has already changed our way of approaching the catalogue entries. Now it is not
approached in alphabetical order. Instead the users search by key words, and retrieve a set of catalogue
entries. The specialty or the departure from the normal catalogue entry is that you can use any word in the
title  or else you may use any word in the catalogue entry. That is to say you can use the notes, contents or
series etc. to approach your requirement.

Online catalogues too made use of the data fields according to the rules of AACR2 and were encoded in
machine readable format and is called MARC. This was used initially by the Library of Congress and
produced printed card sets. By the end of 1970  the Marc records were used in the computerized catalogues.
However the record carried additional data that was not mentioned in the AACR2, e.g. language of the text.
By now  role of the creation of a library catalogue is not the sole authority of the librarian but divided
between the system vendors. Until the last two decades the library catalogue was treated as an inventory of
its resources and it has ceased to keep its status in the present information environment. Today's information
professionals and librarians  need a  simple and standard way to describe latest intellectual output.

Present generation of users young and old find that the OPAC  not enough for their requirements and on the
other hand it gives only the information available in a single library. At the same time they are happy to have
a way of getting more information instantly without much effort.

To face this situation and to keep up to standard of the traditional library re-tooling is necessary. Accord-
ingly  AACR 2  too will be outdated soon with the arrival of Resources Description and Access.  By this not
only the rules are revised but also renamed. This revision will simplify and clarify rules.

Thus Law librarians would like to emphasize the importance of having specialized rules to access legal
materials. Legal literature is complex in nature. So there is the  need to have specialized rules to access legal
literature. Provision of specific guidelines is sure to promote the efficiency of cataloguing. Resources should
be described in a clear and concise manner. It will result in records that will allow them to be easily identi-
fied by the users. Without specific rules it will not be easy to address the users and cataloguers too will be
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uncertain of what rules to be used and uniformity of access and predictable retrieval too will be lost.

It is not easy for a general cataloguer to identify legal literature accurately. There are a vast variety of legal
materials, viz.-:  laws or statutes, court proceedings, treaties, fact finding tools  and these have primary
authority.  Then there are  texts under various legal  subjects and are of secondary authority. Under AACR2
rules on law are scattered in three chapters. With the on going  revisions,  rules related to these materials is
better to  be  kept together in a single chapter. It is  also necessary to have simplified  rules so as to  grasp  it
easily and   to  identify  and determine the  correct access points.

Libraries and librarians are under attack now, specially the academic and special librarians. Some say it is
not necessary to have libraries as it is cost effective; they can save money by using technology. They are
officials. On the other hand some  addicted to technology says  they can use technology to provide informa-
tion better than by a traditional library and that will save money too. Then there's a third group who believes
only in technology trying to break the culture of learning.  In a paper written to the Library Journal of 15th
February,1994 - under the heading "Treason of the learned" Michael Groman has categorized these three
groups as 'bureaucrats', 'technocrats' and 'techno vandals' respectively. He further says technology or the
cybervision is trying to replace the world with a mass of unstructured  and unrelated information. By this the
users or individuals wander without direction or guidance of how to exploit essential  information.

However, I think we can get use of technology to enhance the library services while the keeping the status of
the printed  book. Not only that but we could also preserve what we have and make improvements in  future.
In a law library one can use  technology to a greater extent as legal professionals do not read books but they
only peruse. E.g.: A user who wants to refer particular case will to read the entire report but search a single
page or else a single section. Though the printed version is useful electronic version too will be more quick
to access.

The Library of Congress has already ceased to use the 'series entries' in the catalogue  and by now trying to
do away with 'subject headings' also.  However, it is seen that by using controlled subject heading one can
do much service to improve library services. Similarly use of classification number in the card catalogue  as
an access point will be useful. This will enable you to retrieve materials on a single subject in a sequence. It
is a practice in many  university libraries in America. Use of subject headings will be of enormous use to the
library staff and with modifications and further improvements will be   more useful  to the users.

Use of classification numbers as subject access point even in virtual resources is important because if searched
by the classification number all the materials on the same subject could be retrieved in a sequence. Using
key words only may not elaborate the subject you are searching, specially legal materials. Recently a reader
wanted an article on "applicability of  English law in Sri Lanka ". I used key words in various ways. As I
have not classified or used subject heading for the data base on journal articles it was not possible to retrieve
any thing on the subject. However I was sure that there were two or three materials on the topic. Later it was
with difficulty  I  traced  the required data  by manual methods.

 In US most libraries follow a standard format for cataloguing records and a uniform system of subject
headings of the LC. It is the LC which has  developed a widely used system of library classification scheme.
This scheme has provided  a detailed schedule on the subject(06) law. This LC scheme of classification and
subject headings too are  rejected by specialized libraries due to their inadequacy. However law has no
specialized subject headings and some special schemes of classification for law which have been developed
by various persons too have been abandoned so as to keep uniformity by using LC  numbers though with its
shortcomings.

LeLeLeLeLegggggal Daal Daal Daal Daal Data Bases,ta Bases,ta Bases,ta Bases,ta Bases, Electr Electr Electr Electr Electronic Media  & Pronic Media  & Pronic Media  & Pronic Media  & Pronic Media  & Printed Books - a comparinted Books - a comparinted Books - a comparinted Books - a comparinted Books - a comparisonisonisonisonison

The subject of law is further advanced than any other disciplines in converting its information to machine
readable format. In other fields the data base contain indices or bibliographies. Where as for law there are
two  major  data bases; namely LEXIS & WESTLAW. They contain full texts of judicial opinions, legisla-
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tion, administrative regulations and many other legal resources and even scholarly articles. Computerized
data bases of  other disciplines could only be searched by research  specialists or librarians but the LEXIS &
WESTLAW  can be accessed by end users. LEXIS came into existence in mid 1970's. By now there are
several other data bases on law. It is said that DEM or 'Digital Electronic Medium only will prevail in near
future and that the printed book will go to history. Those who are in favour of technology and electronic
media highlights the favourable qualities of this media. E.g. ease of production, transmission, storage, and
preservation, easy accessibility, large quantities of data could be retrieved at once with little effort, easy to
revise easy to up date, ability to act reciprocally, able to define and refine the search so on and so forth.

However people prefer to read paper rather than a computer screen. Books need not require special equip-
ment to read it, no other technical problems, no incompatibility. Transportation is easy, easy to browse,
additional explanations as graphs, charts, tables and drawings are there. footnotes and side notes give extra
facilities. Not as costly as electronic items. Integrity and permanence of information is there as they are
printed and published Electronic media denies access to those who cant afford to pay. A  books can be
borrowed through libraries with out any cost. Law Schools, Bar Associations, Law Firms and Courts as well
as Legal Offices  buy the same information both in print form and electronic media. For re-consultation and
reference printed book is far more worth than an electronic media. However book and electronic media
should coexist in future

IndiIndiIndiIndiIndividual Rules fvidual Rules fvidual Rules fvidual Rules fvidual Rules for Leor Leor Leor Leor Legggggal literal literal literal literal literaaaaaturturturturture as per e as per e as per e as per e as per AAAAAAAAAACR2CR2CR2CR2CR2

Mentioned below are the rules as stated in the 2nd edition of the AACR.

In AACR2 Chapter 21 covers choice of access points  or headings under which a description for a catalogue
is entered.

Section 21.31 of this chapter covers  special rules applicable to legal publications, whilst some other sub
sections of Chapter 21 covers legal materials. 21.31A1 Applies to legislative enactments and decrees of
political jurisdiction normally refers to as laws. However other than administrative regulations (21.31A),
constitutions and charters (21.33), court rules (21.34) treaties and similar formal agreements(21.35)

Chapter 25 is on uniform titles and section 25.15 covers laws and treaties etc.

Rule 25.15A Rule 25.15A Rule 25.15A Rule 25.15A Rule 25.15A  - Modern laws etc.

Enter Complete or a partial collection of legislative enactments under  the jurisdiction and use Laws etc
within square brackets

e.g.:-     Ceylon
             [Laws etc]
               A collection of Legislative Acts of the Ceylon Government from 1796  distinguish -
                ing those now in force. vol. 2: containing  ordinances orders in council and letters ….

If the collection is on a particular subject  and has a citation title enter under it.

e.g.:-   Sri Lanka
            [Legislative Enactments]
            Evidence ordinance. - Revised ed. - Colombo : Govt. Press,1991. - vi, [195-229] p.

25.15A2 25.15A2 25.15A2 25.15A2 25.15A2 - For single laws  etc.

    Use the uniform title for the single legislative enactment as you prefer under

a) the official short title or citation title
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e.g.:-        Sri Lanka
                    [Administration of Justice Law No. 44 of 1973]
                    A law to provide for the establishment and constitution of a new system of courts

                 for the administration of justice within the Republic of Sri Lanka to define the
                 jurisdiction of the courts to regulate the procedure in and before such courts…

b) unofficial short title or citation title used in legal literature

c) the official title of the enactment

If there are several different laws with the same title  enter under the heading for the same jurisdiction add
the year of promulgation

e.g.:- Sri Lanka
[Evidence (Special Provisions) Act No. 14 of 1994]

                  An act to provide for  the admissibility of audio visual recording and  of information
                   contained in statements produced by computer in  civil and criminal  proceedings ...

d) any other official designation

Access point for most of these legal resources is the jurisdiction plus the corporate body; but the term
corporate body is not clear to the cataloguer, i.e. legislature, head of state, statute revision committee.

 Hence a specification for 21.1B2 is required.

 21.31B 21.31B 21.31B 21.31B 21.31B - Laws of modern jurisdictions - (Jurisdiction: a governments general power to exercise
                 authority over all persons and things within its territory)

Primary access by the jurisdiction with a uniform title for law

 21.31.B2 21.31.B2 21.31.B2 21.31.B2 21.31.B2 - Laws governing one jurisdiction

These are entered under Collections (21.7).
Main entry title and added entry under compiler
e.g.: Constitutions of nations/ Amos Peasle (comp.)

21.31B321.31B321.31B321.31B321.31B3 - Bills and drafts of legislation ( BillBillBillBillBill: is a formal written complaint such as court paper requesting
some court action for reasons- LeLeLeLeLegggggislaislaislaislaislationtiontiontiontion: the process of making or enacting a positive law in written form
according to some type of formal procedure by a branch of government constituted to perform this process)

Bills are entered under legislative body whilst drafts are entered under the person or the corporate body
responsible for drafting.

Sometimes bills drafts and laws are confused and  entered under the jurisdiction or under corporate body.

24.2124.2124.2124.2124.21 - Explains choice of headings   for legislative bodies

 24.21A 24.21A 24.21A 24.21A 24.21A - Enter the legislature under the jurisdiction

 e.g.:  Sri Lanka. Parliament.

When there are more than one chamber treat each chamber as a sub heading under the heading for legisla-
ture.

e.g.:     Ceylon. Parliament. House of Representatives   or    Ceylon. Parliament. Senate
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Refer from the each chamber as a direct subheading of the jurisdiction.

24.21B24.21B24.21B24.21B24.21B  - Enter committee or other subordinate unit as a sub-heading of the legislature

e.g.:  Sri Lanka. Ministry of Justice. Committee on laws delays

24.21C  - Enter a Legislative Sub committee   of a  jurisdiction

e.g.: United States. Congress. Joint Committee on Library

21.31C  - Ancient laws, certain medieval laws, customary laws - (Customar(Customar(Customar(Customar(Customary Lay Lay Lay Lay Laws:ws:ws:ws:ws: Law consisting of
customs that are accepted as legal requirements or obligatory rules of conduct practice and belief that are so
vital and intrinsic)

21.31.C1- Laws of ancient jurisdictions non-Western jurisdictions prior to the adoption of western models,
customary laws, tribal laws  under a uniform title

i) When there are  not more than three compilers or enactors prominently mentioned in the work
make added entries under them.

ii) If there are more than three, make added entry under the first mentioned person.

or

 the title proper

e.g.     Hayley, Frederic Austin
         A treatise on the laws and customs of the Sinhalese and the Kandyan law.

         21.3221.3221.3221.3221.32-  Administrative Regulations etc.
          21.32A   21.32A   21.32A   21.32A   21.32A - Administrative regulations etc. that are not laws.
          21.32A121.32A121.32A121.32A121.32A1 - If the regulations rules etc. are from the jurisdiction in which such legislations etc are
          promulgated by the government agency or agents enter them under the heading for agency or
          agent.

If regulations are by an agency other than the promulgating agency give and added entry under the heading
for issuing agency

21.32A2 21.32A2 21.32A2 21.32A2 21.32A2 - If administrative regulation and the law are published together. Choose whether access point
should be the law or the administrative regulation

21.32B121.32B121.32B121.32B121.32B1 - Administrative regulations  etc. that are laws

If the regulations or rules are from a jurisdiction in which these are laws

e.g.; UK, Canada enter under the heading for government agency

21.32C21.32C21.32C21.32C21.32C  - Collections of administrative  regulations etc.

Enter a collection of regulations that are not laws as collection

Enter a collection of regulations that are laws according to the instructions in 21.32B

e.g:-     Epitome of Proclamations promulgated in Ceylon during 1913

21.33 21.33 21.33 21.33 21.33 - Constitutions, charters and other fundamental laws (Constitution:(Constitution:(Constitution:(Constitution:(Constitution:     that fundamental  and organiza-
tion, the law of a nation or state established institution and apparatus of government - CharCharCharCharCharter:ter:ter:ter:ter: An instru-
ment that establishes a body political or other organization or that grants the right , liberties or powers to its
citizens or elements)
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21.33A21.33A21.33A21.33A21.33A  - Enter a constitution, charter, or other fundamental law of a jurisdiction or an intergovernmental
body under the heading for that government.

e.g:- 1 Sri Lanka. Constitution   or   2  United Nations. Charter

21.33B21.33B21.33B21.33B21.33B  - Enter a constitution, charter or other fundamental document of a body emanating from a juris-
diction but applying to a body other than a jurisdiction under the heading for the body and any amendments
to them too should be entered under the body.

21.3421.3421.3421.3421.34 -Court Rules

21.34A21.34A21.34A21.34A21.34A  - Enter Court Rules whether laws administrative regulations  governing a single court  under the
heading for the court.

e.g.:-         Supreme Court. Sri Lanka
                     Rules…

21.34B21.34B21.34B21.34B21.34B  - Enter a collection of rules governing more than one court of a single jurisdiction

21.34C21.34C21.34C21.34C21.34C - Enter a collection of court rules  that are laws of more than one jurisdiction  or that are promulgated
by more than one agency or agent  under collections.

21.3521.3521.3521.3521.35 -Treaties intergovernmental agreements etc. (TTTTTrrrrreaeaeaeaeatytytytyty :Agreement formally signed ratified or adhered
to between two nations or sovereigns and international agreement considered  between two or more nations)

21.35A21.35A21.35A21.35A21.35A  - International treaties etc.

21.35A1 21.35A1 21.35A1 21.35A1 21.35A1 - Treaties etc. between two three governments

Enter any treaty or an agreement between two or three national governments under

 a) the heading for the government on one side , if it is the only one that side and the other two are on one
side.

e.g.:  Sri Lanka
             [Treaties etc. India]

b) the heading for the government which comes first in English alphabetic order. Make added entries under
the other two countries. Add a uniform title

e.g.:  India
            [Treaties etc. Pakistan

21.35A221.35A221.35A221.35A221.35A2 - Treaties between four or more governments

Enter a treaty or any formal agreement between four or more national governments under the title proper or
a uniform title. Make an added entry under the heading for the home government if it's a signatory. Make an
added entry for the government which is named first.

e.g.:   Universal  Copyrights Convention : with protocols

25.35B 25.35B 25.35B 25.35B 25.35B  - Agreements contracted by international Intergovernmental Bodies

Follow rule 21.35A
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21.35C21.35C21.35C21.35C21.35C - Agreements contracted by the Holy Sea

Enter a convention or other formal agreement between the Holy Sea and a national government or other
political jurisdiction under the party whose catalogue entry heading is first in English alphabetic order

21.35D 21.35D 21.35D 21.35D 21.35D - Agreements contracted by Jurisdictions below the national level

21.35E21.35E21.35E21.35E21.35E  - Protocols, amendments

e.g.: Sri Lanka
            [Treaties etc. India, 1987 Feb.4. Protocols etc., 1990 Mar. 6]

21.35E121.35E121.35E121.35E121.35E1-  Enter separately published protocol , amendments extension or other agreement under the head-
ing for the basic agreement. Add uniform title

21.35E2 21.35E2 21.35E2 21.35E2 21.35E2 - Treat a general revision of a treaty etc. as an independent work. Make an added entry under the
heading for the revised treaty.

21.35F 21.35F 21.35F 21.35F 21.35F - Collections

21.3621.3621.3621.3621.36 -Court Decisions

21.36A21.36A21.36A21.36A21.36A - Law Reports

21.36A21.36A21.36A21.36A21.36A 1 - Reports of one court

Enter law reports of one court that are not ascribed to a  reporter or reporters by name under

a) Heading for the court if the reports are issued by or under the authority of the court

e.g.:-   Sri Lanka. Criminal Courts Commission

         Judgment of  the Criminal Justice Commission : insurgency inquiry no.1, politbureau

b) Title if they are not.

e.g.:-   Court of Appeal cases of Ceylon  being  reports  of cases decided by the Supreme Court
                of  Ceylon  in  its  original and appellate  jurisdiction and  sitting  as a Colonial Court
            of Admiralty and  by His Majesty's Privy Council...

e.g.:   The Current Law Reports of Ceylon. 1909  being  the latest  intelligence  and reports of
               law cases heard / F.A. Hayley (ed).  - 1910. - 2 vols.

Make an added entry under  heading for an editor or compiler if appear or named prominently.

e.g.:-  De Witt, A.L (ed)
               The Appeal Court Reports / by A.L De Witt & G.E.G.  Weerasinghe  (ed)

An added entry could also be made under the publisher if its responsibility seems to be more expressive than
publishing. If the main entry goes to a personal author or title make an added entry for the court.

e.g.:-          Supreme Court of Ceylon
            Wendt, H.L.
                  Report of cases argued and  determined in the  Supreme  Court  of Ceylon sitting in
            appeal during  the  years 1882 - 83
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Enter reports of one court that are ascribed to a reporter or to reporters by name under the heading for the
court or under the heading for the reporters or first named reporter on the basis of accepted legal citation in
the country

e.g:-  Ramanathan, P
                 Reports of important cases heard and determined by the  Supreme Court of Ceylon
            during  the  years 1843 - 1855

If that practice cannot be determined, enter under:

a) Heading for the court if  reports are issued by or under the authority of the court

e.g.:-    Sri Lanka. Constitutional Court
Decisions of  the  Constitutional Court of  Sri Lanka : the decisions  of  the  court
under section 54 of the constitution  and  advice  of  the  constitutional Court under
section 55 of  the  constitution

b) The heading for the reporter or first named reporter if they are more than one

e.g.:-    Bevan, Godwin
Appeal  reports being decisions  of  the  Supreme Court  on  Appeal from the District
Court of Kandy in continuation of Austin's reports commencing from  1859 -75 / by
Godwin Bevan

Make added entry under the heading for the court or the reporter whichever is not used as the main entry.
Added entries under the editors or compilers or additional reporters etc.

21.36A2 21.36A2 21.36A2 21.36A2 21.36A2 - Reports of more than one Court

Enter under reporter if responsible for all the cases reported

e.g.: Marshall, Charles (Sir)
Judgments and other decisions of the Supreme Court of the island from  the
promulgation of the  new  charter of 1st  October 1833 - March 1836 …

If there are more than one reporters apply rule 21.6 shared authorship

e.g.:    The Appeal Court Reports / by A.L De Witt & G.E.G. Weerasinghe (ed)

If not responsible for all the reports  or if no reporter is named in title page enter under the title

e.g.:-  New Law Reports of cases decided  by  the Supreme Court of Ceylon, the Court of Appeal
 the Court of Vice Admiralty in the island and  Her Majesty the  Queen in Her Privy
Council on appeal from the Supreme Court of the  island V. 1 (1896) - V. 80  (1978). -
If no reporter is named in the title page  enter under the title

e.g.:    Appellate Law Recorder containing decisions of the Appellate Courts of Sri Lanka.

If there are not more than three courts enter added entries under each court. If more than four make  an added
entry under the court first mentioned in the report being catalogued.

21.36B 21.36B 21.36B 21.36B 21.36B -  Citations & Digests

21.36B121.36B121.36B121.36B121.36B1
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a) Enter citation, digests and Index of a court report under the personal name of the compiler if the name is
prominently appearing in the work

e.g.:-   Morrgan, O.W.T.
                A digest of the decisions of the Supreme Court sitting in Colombo since the promulga
           -tion of the  Charter  of 1833-1837 / by  O.W.T.Morgan (ed). - Colombo : [sn], 1862. -

b) If not enter under the title

 e.g.:-   Sri Lanka Law Reports: digest consolidated tables index - 1978/2000.  - Colombo:Ministry of
Justice, 2004. - iii, 248p. Pt 1: Judges of the  Superior Courts & the Law

            Officers of the State -Pt.2 Cases reported & considered - Statutes considered

21.36C21.36C21.36C21.36C21.36C

21.36C121.36C121.36C121.36C121.36C1- Criminal Proceedings ( Pr( Pr( Pr( Pr( Proceedings:oceedings:oceedings:oceedings:oceedings:     The regular and orderly progression of a law suit including
all acts and events between the time of commencement and the entry of judgment)

Enter official proceedings and records of criminal trials, impeachments, courts- martial under the person or
body prosecuted

e.g.:-  The trial of Pauline de Croos  enter under the heading - Pauline de Croos

If there are more than one person or bodies responsible  whilst  not a single person is apparent to be
prominent enter under the first appearing name.

Make added entries under the heading for the court  or other adjudicating body.

Make added entry under the reporter if named prominently. No added entry is required under the heading
for the jurisdiction bringing the prosecution.

21.36C221.36C221.36C221.36C221.36C2 - Other Proceedings ( civil and others inclusive of election cases.)

Enter official proceedings and records of civil and other non-criminal proceedings in the first instance under
heading for the person or body bringing the action. If there are more than one person or body  enter under
the first name or body if there is no principal responsibility. Here Rule 21.6C applicable to joint shared
responsibility is applicable. Added entries could be made to the opposing side if less than three. If more than
that, make added entry under the first named body or person.

You can add the legal designation e.g.; plaintiff, complainant, contestant, defendant, respondent, contestee
to the heading for a party to the action. Make added entry under the heading for the court or other adjudicat-
ing body.

Contested election cases make added entry under the contestant. Added entries under the contestee and
heading for the committee.

21.36C3 21.36C3 21.36C3 21.36C3 21.36C3 - Appeal proceedings

Enter official proceedings and records of appeal proceedings in the same way as the proceedings in the first
instance (21.36C2). Optionally add the legal designation appropriate to the appeal

e.g.:- defendant-appellee, defendant- appellant

21.6C421.6C421.6C421.6C421.6C4 - Indictments (The formal written accusation of a crime made by a grand jury and presented to a
court for prosecution against the accused)
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Enter indictments as instructed in 21.36C1. Main entry under defendant and added entry under heading for
the court

21.36C5 21.36C5 21.36C5 21.36C5 21.36C5 - Charges to juries ( JJJJJurururururyyyyy: A group of persons selected according to law and given the power to
decided in the case submitted to them - CharCharCharCharCharggggges to a jures to a jures to a jures to a jures to a juryyyyy:  instruction of a judge to a jury- summing up of
a trial by jury)

Enter charges to a jury under the heading for the court. Make added entry under the heading for the judge
delivering the charges. Make added entry under the headings for the first named party on each side, except
for the jurisdiction in cases prosecuted by the jurisdiction.

Optionally add legal designations to the added entry headings. (21.36C1 -21.36C3)

21.36C6 21.36C6 21.36C6 21.36C6 21.36C6 - Judicial decisions

Enter a judgment or other decision of a court in a case under the heading  for the court.

e.g.:-   Supreme Court. Sri Lanka

Make added entry under the heading for the first named party on each side, except for the jurisdiction in
cases prosecuted by the jurisdiction .Optionally add legal designation s to the added entry headings. e.g.:
defendant-appellant.

21.36C7  21.36C7  21.36C7  21.36C7  21.36C7  - Judicial opinions ( a courts written statement explaining its decision in given case usually includ-
ing the statement of facts, points of law rationale and dicta)

Enter opinion of a judge under the heading for the Judge. Added entry under the first named party; defen-
dant.

21.36C8 21.36C8 21.36C8 21.36C8 21.36C8 - Records of one party

Brief, plea, or other formal record of one party to a case under the heading for the party

21.36C9 21.36C9 21.36C9 21.36C9 21.36C9 - Collections

Enter collection of the official proceedings or records of trials as a collection. Added entries for all persons
of bodies who are  parties to all trials if not more than three. Add legal designations to the headings to the
parties

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

By now library catalogue has undergone considerable change from a single list to an integrated database that
serves both library management and users. Until recently it was limited to the holdings of a single library or
to a small group of libraries. However it looks like an inventory of a single library. Hence the user has to look
elsewhere to get other information he might need. Now the librarians find it necessary to have cataloguing
rules re-evaluated. Librarians are aware of the current trends in information technologies which have al-
ready passed two decades. So far the librarians are struggling to be online with the changes in information
age. Just a revision of rules based only on technology will not be favourable but a   revision to suit the future
is expected.

In Sri Lanka larger part of our libraries including many law libraries are far behind this age of technology.
Hence the necessity of at least to have a proper card catalogue and the urgent need to change or revision of
existing cataloguing rules so as to fulfill  their requirements.

Due to several reasons one cannot depend entirely on internet for users' requirements. Information supplied
by the internet is not that trustworthy; you cannot access many worthwhile literature unless you pay for it,
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i.e. it is cost effective. Recently I tried to obtain latest information on  cataloguing of legal literature. I traced
two books. But they mentioned  two ways to  access them-  one way to purchase the book and  promised to
supply it the next day. The other way was to go through the contents and preliminary pages by using a
KindlerKindlerKindlerKindlerKindler. I preferred  to use a kindler. In a few minutes I  found that I have  to buy a kindler; the cost of which
was $359?

Present rules for legal literature appearing  in AACR2 is scattered in several chapters. On the other hand the
rules expressed are  unnecessarily lengthy. They are ambiguous. Hence when they revise the rules I hope the
authorities will take steps to bring these rules in a single chapter but  present briefly in an  easily readable
language. I have mentioned the existing rules as it is appearing in the AACR2 as I am aware that many of our
librarians are not familiar with them  and with the hope that intended librarians will try to study them.
Furthermore, I hope  our experts in cataloguing rules will draw their special attention  to this and include
them in the course work so that future librarians could  study.
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History
Information Sources

The practical application of scientific and technological information in Sri Lanka can be traced back to the
pre-Aryan period. Our unique irrigation system of tanks and channels, bears testimony to the sophisticated
level of technology in this island. Copper and bronze metal work and the construction of magnificent dagabas,
are other areas where our people exhibited considerable engineering skills. The scientific heritage of Lanka's
ancient inhabitants, Yakshas' and Nagas can be traced to even before the arrival of the Aryans in the 5th
century BC. The Yakshas' were said to have inherited the scientific knowledge of the Indus Valley civiliza-
tion and absorbed  into the Aryan fold along with this knowledge.  The Naga symbols seen in the ancient
tanks and irrigation channels have led to the deduction that the Nagas contributed to the irrigation tech-
niques even before the Aryans came in. Commenting on this period Devendra in his book Tanks & Rice,
(1965) wrote "what is lacking is not scientific knowledge but treatises written in methods of Western people".

In the medical field, although there are no existing works on medicine written in the early period ,  there is
sufficient evidence to show the presence of medical men and the practice of medicine and the royal patron-
age given for this. The recorded work of King  Buddhahasa of (340 -368 AD) and King  Parakrama  Bahu
the Great (1153-1186 AD) in the Mahawansa are some examples.  The native system of medicine  practiced
in Sri Lanka from early times is the Ayurvedic  system which was introduced in the island at the time of the
Aryan invasions. The early medical literature produced in Sri Lanka was based on the early Indian works of
Charaka and Susrutha. Reference is also made to a systematic study of plants by Aggabodhi VII (772-777
AD) who is  said to have  made a  study of the medicinal plants over the whole island . But it was in the latter
half of the 17th century that systematic, scientific  study of the flora of Ceylon was carried out. The brains
behind this was  Paul Hermann.

Scientific Periodicals

The first periodical to be published in the country was in the field of medicine. This was Medical Miscellany,
which was part of Ceylon Miscellany which started in 1853. This was some 200 years after the first scientific
journal was published in the world. The Ceylon Medical Journal was the next pure medical journal and this
commenced in 1887. The first scientific periodical could be considered the Journal of the Ceylon Branch of
the Royal Asiatic Society which was a significant scientific journal which commenced publication in 1845
and the Tropical Agriculturist  published in 1881. However, the first official government  periodicals were
Annals of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Peradeniya in 1901, followed by Spoilia zeylanica by the Museum
and in 1923 ,Bulletin of the Ceylon Fisheries . These three publications were then combined and the  Ceylon
Journal of Science came forth in 1924.

Science Libraries

It is an undisputable fact that information is the life blood of a scientist. "A good library alone could spark
off much scientific activity in a less developed country".  This was stated by a Sri Lankan scientists in a
published paper in the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists some years ago.

Development of Science & Technologh Information
in Sri Lanka

Dilmani Warnasuriya*

*Dilmani Warnasuriya, Head, Information Service Centre, ITI
E-mail : dilmami@iti.k
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The recognition given to the importance of information for the furtherance of Science & Technology in the
country was first seen in the agricultural sector. During the first quarter of the 20th century the British
authorities took the initiative to set up research institutes of the plantation sector, mainly to serve their
economic and trade interests. Each of these institutes was equipped with the basics of a library. The first such
institute to be established was the Rubber Research Institute in 1910 (but the library was established only in
1936,), followed by Tea Research Institute in 1925 and Coconut Research Institute in 1928. In addition
there was the department of Agriculture at Peradeniya attendant with a library, set up in 1912.

While these related to the field of agriculture, the earliest scientific library set up could be said to the Royal
Botanic Gardens in Peradeniya in1821,  and then the Colonial Medical Library (Sri Lanka Medical Library)
in 1844. The  Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society which was also set up in  1845 had good collection
of scientific literature, mainly in the zoological sciences, which was subsequently, transferred to the Co-
lombo  Museum Library when it was set up in  1873.

The setting up the Industrial Research Laboratory in the 1940s saw the skeleton of a technology information
centre in the being. This centre amassed publications from as far back as the late 19th  century  in areas
bordering on industrial research.  The publications of this centre were later transferred to the CISIR  library
when it was set up in 1955. The CISIR was the first multidisciplinary R & D institute set up purely to serve
the scientific & technological community of the country

Organization of information

During the first half of the 20th century, tools for the location and retrieval of information available in the
journal literature, was fast being established in the developed world. The most effective of these were the
abstracting and indexing journals.. However, this practice had not reached Sri Lanka at the time, and the first
systematic indexing system for scientific periodicals was seen in the unique  "Information index" set up at
the CISIR by non other than the doyenne of scientific information, Ms.Clodagh Nethsingha.  A classified
index using UDC covering literature relevant to the industries of Ceylon, science policy etc. exists even
today. This did not incorporate only articles but also pamphlets , reprints of articles , brochures of products.
In short most of the resources available in the library  had a surrogate card indicating its presence.

Another first in  the systematic collection and organization was the reprint collection. The scientific ab-
stracts available such as the Chemical Abstracts, Biological Abstracts, and Food Science & Technology
Abstracts, Ceramic Abstracts,  were systematically scanned and all articles of interest were acquired through
writing to the author. While this is a recognized  practice now, at that time it was relatively new, and if it was
followed  by the university fraternity, it was done in an ad hoc manner and not systematically. Presently, this
collection has over 100,000 articles even after discarding.

The next significant development of search tools on a country wide basis for location of  publications in the
S & T  sector commenced  only in the early 70s. The first known Union List of Scientific Periodicals in
Ceylon was in 1971 and it was done by Dr. M.A.P.Senadhira. Bibliographic organization on a national basis
came next, and bibliographies of scientific literature in various fields of science, indexes to theses, directo-
ries of scientific organizations, and research projects and aligned publications proliferated after 1977. The
most well known dons being  N.A.W.A.T. Alwis and Senadhira. The most recent of these is the book on
History of scientific Literature by Senadhira in 1995.

Problems of S & T information sector

It was during the late 60s that the problems besetting scientists and technologists in information access was
brought out at various fora, and  various strategies discussed to circumvent this.
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Consequent to this, the idea of having some sort of a central  institution on a national basis for scientific
information was mooted, and in 1968, Mr. L.E. Samarasinghe   was commissioned by Unesco to undertake
a study regarding the establishment of a National Scientific Library and Documentation Centre.  The report
goes on to say that "the services of such a center should be available to anyone desiring them specially the
small industrialists and agriculturists who could be able to use scientific and technical information for the
improvement of their products, their factories, and their fields."

Samarasinghe defines the functions of the proposed National Scientific and Iechnical Documentation Cen-
tre as  :

1. To co-ordinate existing resources of scientific and technical information in the libraries of the country

2. Develop its own resources of information according to the needs and demands of the users, present and
future,

3. Provide services to these users in the various forms of in which scientific information is generally
provided

4. Be a depository of published or unpublished literature pertaining to Ceylon

5. Train personnel for documentation work

Setting up a National S & T Information Centre

The result of this report was the setting up of the Sri Lanka Scientific  & Information Centre under the aegis
of the then National Science Council in 1977.  The setting up of this centre was the first step in coordinating
the activities and resources in the of S & T information centres in the entire country, through the formation
of the Sri Lanka Scientific and Technical Information Network. This network comprised of all the libraries
in the country having science & technology resources. Within 5 years, the membership rose to around 100
libraries. The chief architect for this network was, Mr.Yapa the father of information technology in libraries.
SLSTINET soon sprang into action, and while being the central body, it also set up   different information
networks  in the different disciplines. These were,  AGRINET for Agriculture, ENLINET for Environment,
and HELLIS for Health. The activities undertaken by the network, is I'm sure well known, but for complete-
ness sake I will briefly describe them. The main activities were

Cooperative acquisitions of journals
Identifying the core journals in each discipline and  distribution of the titles among the libraries
to ensure the availability of these journals in at least one library in the country.

Exchange of Content pages of periodicals  - All that was needed was to indicate your interests
in these journals, and the rest was done by the library. First the content pages of the requested
journal, and then any selected article was obtained

Joint bibliographies - listing resources of all the libraries in network

Union lists - listing of journals acquired by the different libraries in different disciplines

Cooperative acquisition of abstracting services - Each library subscribing to the abstracts of a
particular discipline. No duplication.

However, although this network  creditably  fulfilled the function of coordinating and disseminating the
resources available in the S & T institutions in the country, it did not quite fit into the concept of the  kind of
'one stop' shop for S & T information, accessible to all scientists and technologists, as envisaged by Mr.
Samarasinghe, and later on by the late Miss. C. L. M. Nethsingha, in 1991, and by the task force set up by
NASTEC  in 2002.
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 Milestones in the Development

With the formal setting up the SLSTINET, more search tools followed the most significant being the Sri
Lanka Science Index , listing the indexed articles of all S & T journals published in Sri Lanka. Union Lists
of Periodicals in different disciplines, Union catalogue of S & T books followed with respect to the re-
sources available in the SLSTINET libraries.

The next landmark which dramatically  changed the face of information provision in the country,  was the
advent of  information technology and the acquisition of the package CDS ISIS in 1987. Although the union
lists and union catalogue were  by then operating on a mini computer system, (from 1983) there were several
problems in data entry and access. With the acquisition of CDS ISIS, all the activities hitherto carried out
manually or through a customized programme, were then converted into CDS ISIS databases. However, for
these activities to be effective,  individual libraries also needed to venture into computerizing its resources,
and  NSC  next  commenced its role as being the official  distributor of  the CDS ISIS package. A common
format was made to enable uniform data entry, and all contributing libraries used this to input their data and
send it to NSC. This formed the basis of computerized integrated databases  of both the Union Catalogue
and Union list. The popularity of this package grew rapidly, and by 1992, 39 libraries had acquired the
package, although only half that no. were actually using it for library applications.

LEARN Project  which was launched in 1990 was the next milestone. The first service provided was LEARN
email the first e-mail service in Sri Lanka which was operated by the Department of Computer Science and
Engineering,  University of Moratuwa and supported by CINTEC and LACNET (Lanka Academic Net-
work). This provided the educational & R & D institutions with dial up e-mail services. This facilitated a
great deal of communication between libraries in information provision. About the same time, attempts were
made to upgrade the 64 kbps line of SLSTIC  LAN to  1mbps and extend this along Vidya Mawatha, to
enable resource sharing among S & T institutes within the area  using optical fibres. However, due to various
reasons this did not materialize.

Remote access to the Union list and Union catalogue was the next development  seen in 1996. However
within a few years, when the National Library commenced the compiling of the National Union Catalogue
as a whole, the latter was incorporated into it .

The entry of  CD ROM databases as an alternative to the printed sources came into being in the mid 90s and
gained immense popularity and some of these still hold sway. The most significant of these were the Chemi-
cal Abstracts available at ITI, the Current Contents and Citation index, available first at NSF and then
National Library, and TEEAL at CARP.

Within 10 years, the IT revolution had taken firm hold in the library field, and in 2000  it was seen that of the
100 odd libraries in SLSTINET, 39 were using e-mail and 32 had access to Internet either through leased
lines or dial up connections. 4 libraries had Open Access Catalogues (OPAC) s  accessible through the web.

During these years, many libraries were quick to  experiment with the various options opening up in the S &
T information sector. In 1999,  SLBDC and ITI,  ventured into dial up subscription into the STN Dialog
databases and were soon disillusioned. The cost of carrying out a search whether it met with success or not
was totally prohibitive.

One consequence of all these developments was that the one stop shop concept became defunct. While
resources in early times meant primarily printed material, resources now have taken on an entirely new
connotation, with the digital or electronic library concept holding sway. However, come what may, what
ever resources are available in electronic form in the different libraries, experience has shown that scientists
are essentially sedentary, and are reluctant to move from their laboratories. What they desire is to have the
information available at their desktops. A central collection available only at a National  Centre, as envis-
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aged by Samarasinghe, or a decentralized system with different databases available at different centres,
then, would not serve the purpose, and this is amply demonstrated by the lament  of both NARESA and the
National Library on the low usage of  the electronic databases available only  at their centres.

A giant leap into a possible future scenario was taken when the country wide INASP/PERI    scheme came
into operation in 2002. This scheme initially was applicable to only the Universities, but was subsequently
made available to R & D institutions as well. It was coordinated first by the University of Peradeniya and
then by the University of Colombo. Through this scheme which was foreign funded  several scientific
databases were made available freely to the entire scientific community, at individual workstations. These
included EBSCO, databases, Blackwell Science, Wiley, Academic Premier and the Medline databases.  The
only proviso was the furnishing of the IP addresses.  While some databases gave full text articles, others
gave bibliographic citations only. However, there was also a scheme whereby full text articles were provided
on request, at little or no cost through the British Library.  While this scheme is still in operation , the future
of it is uncertain as the funding period is almost over.

Following upon this, came the access to SCOPUS database which provided abstracts of several thousand  S
& T journals  at the NSF premises in 2005.  Remote access to the international database Science Direct on
a trial basis was provided subsequently. The contrast in usage of these two databases was mind boggling.
While the usage of the former was lamentably low, the latter was an astounding success, as during the trial
period, in one institution alone, over 4500 articles were downloaded during a six month trial period...

With this success story, discussions on the formation of a consortium of S & T institutions followed and this
resulted in the provision of  remote access  of SCOPUS database, through subscription,  to the SLTINET
libraries registered with NSF. This is indeed a major breakthrough and augurs well for the future. However,
although agreement was to extend the consortium activities to provide access to Science Direct full text
databases, due to failure in obtaining the required funds from the individual institutions this did not come
into fruition. With the failure in the formation of the consortium, ITI and the University of Moratuwa
obtained access to the full text databases of Science Direct in certain sections through subscription.

The re christening of the Information Centre at NSF as the National Science Library and Resource Centre
was another development in the S & T information scene and the  setting up of a digital library by the
NSLRC  in 2007 was the most recent landmark.  This permits access to the local databases such as NSF
Publications database (covering the full text of NSF Publications), SLAAS database   (covering abstracts of
SLAAS proceedings), Sri Lanka Science Index.    It is expected to extend this further to include other local
publications.

Recommendations

Where do we go from here?  If the NSLRC is to function in keeping with its designation, more  resources and
organization of these resources are needed.  Online library catalogues and databases of  the S & T libraries
are a pre-requisite for a central electronic or digital  library.    Access  to the resources of all the local libraries
would be then be possible through this one site. Presently, the libraries of the S & T institutions are hosted
in the main website of the NSF and not at the NSLRC. While some headway is being made by the e-
governance concept where access to all government institutions are possible through the url www.gov.lk,
and while this is most desirable, S & T information sources should be mobilized together,  as the time taken
to browse through all government institutions would defeat the purpose of having quick access.

The other urgent need is to have information on and access to all local publications  of R  &  D centres, and
government  departments ( including reports). One option is to have all such publications available at one
site, preferably in digital form, or at least to have a referral system to such publications. Very often, lack of
knowledge of the availability of such publications, result in duplicative activities. However,  not all institu-
tions provide information on the resources held by their institutions in their web site . On going through the
web sites of the 70 institutions which in my view are the actual S & T libraries, the following information
emerged.
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13 have on line catalogues
20 have separate library pages
18 have a list of their publications
6 don't have a website

In this connection, as proposed,  by Samarasinghe, the NSLRC or NSF or the designated national S & T
information centre,   should also be formally established as a national depository for all published and
unpublished material pertaining to S & T in the country.

While attention has thus been paid to the needs of the scientists, what about the technologists?  While no
clear distinction could be made between the two, in addition to the above resources, patent literature, stan-
dards and specifications are bread and butter of industry and some thought should be given to obtaining
some concessions to reduce the exorbitant cost of these materials. Provision of  sinhala and tamil translation
facilities to the resources held is another vital requirement of industry, specially the SME sector,  for which
some thought should be given.  Patent literature is the other essential component, and the facilities available
to access these are woefully inadequate. Presently, only manual searches over voluminous tomes are avail-
able at the National Intellectual Property Office,  and these are only on patents taken out in the country. US
patents are available freely on the Internet, but access to the European , Japanese and others are not readily
accessible.

What then is the future? In addition to local digital resources mentioned, the only avenue available to fulfill
the information needs of the S & T sector, is the centralized subscription on a national basis to full text S &
T databases accessible through one centre at individual desktops. The earlier proposed consortium poses
many doubts as to its sustainability, as funding through individual institutions depends on vagaries of the
incumbent Ministry to which the institution is attached.  Looking at success stories, one could view the
system available in Pakistan, a close neighbour. Country wide access to scientific literature to academics and
researchers of Universities and research institutions, is provided  through one centre,  the HEJ Institute
through the it's web site. The parent web site should also look into possibilities of networking with similar
institutions internationally, so that access to literature in these countries is also possible. Several networks in
various S & T disciplines are already in operation, but their sustainability is questionable, and will not be
discussed here.  This is a viable option  which our planners and policy makers,  should give consider, as
being a vital component  to  national  development.

To conclude what is needed then, in brief to keep pace with the developments in the global arena are

Access to global S & T information at the desktop
Availability of full text articles
Information on and retrieval of publications issued at state institutions
Low cost access to standards
Access to patents
Translation facilities
Repackaging of information
Links with other libraries abroad

To conclude, what must always be kept in mind is that not withstanding the present euphoria associated with
digital libraries, one must not jump headlong into setting up such libraries without exercising some caution
as to what should be digitized and what should not. A judicious mix of both print and electronic sources is
a must, bearing in mind that invariably the desired end result of any electronic search, is the printed output.
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Abstract
Information Literacy (IL) enables Library users to proliferate information more efficiently, effec-

tively and judiciously. It is evident that efforts are made towards the provision of  library information ser-
vices from  a technical perspective giving little attention to educate library users of how best such services
could be utilized thereby neglecting the important role any librarian could play : that of the role of a teacher.
The concept of user education at the primary level and IL skills development at an advanced level  will
enable better use of library services and resources. This article examines the issues related to the role of the
librarian as a teacher or educator and the significance of the concept.

Keywords: Information literacy; User education; Sri Lankan librarianship

1.  Introduction

Sri Lanka is endowed with a rich tradition of Librarianship dating back to 3rd century AD.
(Kularatne, 1975) . Historical chronicles narrates the arrival of Ven. Buddhaghosa Thero to pursue Sinhala
commentaries known as 'Attakata' available at the Maha Vihara Library during the reign of King Mahanama
in the 5th century AD. During those days, library access facilities were permitted to new scholars, only after
satisfying that that they are capable of understanding the contents of manuscripts etc. Accordingly, in re-
sponse  to the test administered to Ven. Buddhaghosa Thero, the Visuddimagga was written by him (Piyadasa,
1985 ).  Due to various political upheavals took place during the subsequent long period, the library opera-
tions and services too were subjected to vicissitudes.

The modern era of librarianship in the country dates back to 1813, with the inauguration of the
United Services Library in Colombo (Corea, 1975). A careful investigation into the history of the intellec-
tual and cultural activities encompassing the authorship, publishing and librarianship reveals that the coun-
try has a rich cultural heritage. However, when we focus our attention into the present situation in Sri
Lankan librarianship it is very much evident that there is much room for improvement. This article is an
attempt to focus our attention into one of the neglected roles of the contemporary librarianship in Sri Lanka ;
that of the role of an educator or a teacher.

The main attention of the contemporary Sri Lankan librarianship is still focused towards the issues
prevalent in pre-Internet society. The major library service functions prevalent in the pre-Internet society are
popularly designated as 'reader services' and 'technical services'. Out of these two aspects, main attention in
drawn towards 'technical services functions' which includes classification, cataloguing, processing, index-
ing etc. We accord high priority in acquiring and organizing library materials collections. There after, we
take efforts in keeping the doors open for potential users to make use of library resources and services. It is
very much opportune for us to re-examine whether we are performing or contributing to the realization of
the  full potential of a national library system comprising of school, public, academic, special and national
libraries.

2. Multi-faceted roles of librarians

Unlike in most professions, librarians' role is multi-faceted. By virtue of the professional duties to
be performed such as acquisitions, classification, cataloguing, indexing, reference service etc., there is the
professional role. Similarly, librarian is entrusted with the management of resources including print, non-
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print and electronic information sources, human resources, buildings, furniture and equipment. Therefore,
any librarian has to perform the managerial role to different degrees of depth and scope depending on the
size and the nature of library and his position within the library organization.

As librarian is the primary person who acts as the intermediary between the published knowledge
and the user, he has to be conversant with the information landscape. This has become more aggravated due
to extremely complex nature of the resources available through the Internet. In this sense, the librarian has to
act as a guide or a teacher. In any society, the ideal place to, inculcate library skills is the school library.
Unfortunately, half of the schools in the county do not possess libraries. Even among the 50% of the schools
with   libraries, the majority are ill-equipped. During the recent past, there are some efforts to improve
library facilities of 4000 school libraries through the General Education Projects 1 and 2 funded by the
World Bank (International Development Association, 1997 )

The other major reason for the lack of information literacy  (IL) skills of students is the very nature
of the school education system itself. As there is very heavy competition to admit students into reputed
schools, all parents' and students' first serious  hurdle is to secure highest marks at the government   Grade 5
Scholarship Examination. Towards  this end, some parents start grooming their sons and daughter from the
year 4. It has become the norm today to enroll them in private classes. All these efforts make the students
more dependent on teachers or external support mechanisms rather than mastering of self - learning tech-
niques.

The next significant step in the academic life of school children is to get admission to a national
university. As only a very limited number of the qualified students get the opportunity, the competition is
intense in obtaining  highest marks at the GCE (A/L) Examination. This situation too makes the students to
be more dependent on teachers for the knowledge content they ought to possess. Ironically, this situation
has permeated down to the entire school education system starting from year 1. The combined effect of lack
of library facilities and teacher dependent knowledge transfer process does not promote independent learn-
ing thus leaving students with virtually no IL Skills. It is to be noted here that the situation described above
may not be coherent throughout all schools in the country. In certain schools there is the possibility to pay
more attention to the 'Competency -based and Resource - based' learning methods, However,  since there in
an important influence  from the parents attitudes about the education of their siblings,   heavy emphasis is
placed on the provision of supplementary teaching methods such as private tuition. Therefore, after conclu-
sion of 13 years of education in schools, students' learning skills are not sharpened enough sufficiently to
make them effective learners in their higher education segment. Although there are efforts to shift the em-
phasis from teacher-centered education system to a student - centered education system, still the scene is
dominated by the concept of teaching. The adverse effect of whole this situation is the lack of opportunity
for any student to develop soft skills needed in the contemporary society. At the same time, they do not
become successful  life-long learners, thus, continuing the same practice when they interact with libraries as
adults. This situation contributes to the under-utilization of library resources and services.

3. Library user education and the concept of Information Literacy (IL)

User education programmes conducted in university libraries in the country has its history back to the period
of early 80's. These pioneering programmes can be identified as library instructions programmes. Subse-
quently, the term 'user education' was used to denote the same concept with a wider scope. User education is
defined in Harrod's Librarians' Glossary  as "the term used for creating awareness among users of the re-
sources and services available in a library and persuading them to use these resources for their benefit"
(Harrod's, 1987). It encompasses all the activities involved in teaching users how to make the best possible
use of library resources, services, and facilities, including formal and informal instruction delivered by a
librarian or other staff member one-on-one or in a group. It also includes the online tutorials, audiovisual
materials, printed guides and pathfinders to all the activities .During the last two decades, the concept of
user education grew in its scope to cover the development of self-learning skills or the 'information literacy
skills' as it's called today. The  American College and Research Libraries Group (ACRL) of the ALA has
defined information literacy as "… a set of abilities requiring to recognize when information is needed and
have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information" (Information literacy...,
2000).
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The concept of information literacy deals with all aspects related to the use of information and includes
following areas:

� "Determine the extent of information needed

� Access the needed information effectively and efficiently

� Evaluate information and its sources critically

� Incorporate selected information into one's knowledge base

� Use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose

�  Understand the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of information, and access and
use information ethically and legally" (Information literacy...., 2000).

In view of the above, it is clear that the concepts of user education and development of IL skills of
library users needs more attention of the library professionals. As this paper is not based on extensive
research on the issues it addresses, it is worthy of mentioning  that there are several issues for research in this
area of study so   that matters could be discussed from both qualitative as well as quantitative point of views.
Some of the most prominent areas which require scientific investigation are as follows.

(i) Library manpower surveys

It is extremely difficult to configure a full picture of the library situation in the country as there is
no comprehensive information including accurate statistics about libraries, library staff and library materi-
als, preferably available from a single source. For example, the exact number and details of all types of
libraries are not readily available at a single point of reference. Details of library staff employed in different
types of libraries too are not readily available. It is difficult to identify the number of public libraries accord-
ing to the number of professionally qualified librarians employed in them such as number of libraries with 1
professionally qualified staff, with 2 and so on. In other words, a detailed library census will help us to
understand the situation fully.

(ii)  Nature of acquisitions according to type / origin of library materials

It is also useful to identify the nature of acquisitions of library materials according to the composition vis-à-
vis ratio of local publications acquired to foreign publications. For example, information on percentage of
libraries according to the ratio of acquisition of local library materials to foreign publications is useful.  In
this connection, it is useful to obtain information according to percentage of libraries with 100%, 75% to
99%, 50%-74%, 25%-49% and up to 25% acquisition ratios  (out of the total acquisitions)  of local pub-
lished materials. Once this is established the need and usefulness of establishing a central catalogue agency
can be identified.

(iii) Inter-library cooperation

Another area which requires investigation is inter-library cooperation. It is doubtful whether there
is any inter-library cooperation between libraries belonging to different types and situated geographically
closely. One example for such a situation is the cooperation between school library and a public library
situated closely.

(iv) Evaluation of LIS curricula

Evaluation of LIS curricula is another important aspect which needs more careful investigation. As there are
LIS courses available at postgraduate, undergraduate and diploma / certificate levels it is desirable to exam-
ine whether the IL and user education concepts are adequately  covered. This becomes necessary, as the
training of resource persons is the first step in introducing IL programmes. While syllabus revision enables
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the training of untrained staff, continuing education programmes such as special training programmes, work-
shops, seminars etc. are needed to train library staff who have already completed their LIS courses.

4. Present situation

The Pioneering efforts in introducing the IL concept in Sri Lanka were taken by the National
Institute of Library and Information Science (NILIS). Penny Moore, an expert on IL based in New Zealand
,conducted a two week IL training programme to the visiting resource persons of NILIS in December 2002.
Subsequently, the NILIS introduced IL components in Master of Teacher Librarianship (MTL), Postgradu-
ate Diploma in Teacher Librarianship (PGTL) and Diploma in Teacher Librarianship (DTL) Programmes
conducted by the Institute.

In November 2004 NILIS in association with the IFLA - ALP Programme conducted an interna-
tional workshop on 'Information Skills Learning, This was attended by 50 Sri Lankan participants and 12
other participants from 11 Asian countries. At the end of the workshop, a new IL model called 'Empowering
8' was developed to suit the local situation. The success of this workshop led to the organization of a follow-
up workshop on 'Training the Trainers in Information Literacy'' at Panjabi University in Patiala, India in
November 2008, (Wijetunge, 2008). As Wijetunge (2008) has reported IL initiatives are started in the South
Asian region recently. (Wijetunge, 2008)

The Department of Library and Information Science (DLIS) of the University of Kelaniya has
incorporated an IL module to its undergraduate degree programme in 2007. However all LIS Masters De-
gree Programmes conducted in the country with the exception of MTL have not introduced any IL compo-
nent in it syllabus.  Diploma and certificate level LIS programmes are conducted by the DLIS, Sri Lanka
Library Association (SLLA) and NILIS. With the exception of some programmes conducted by NILIS, IL is
not adequately discussed in the other programmes.

5. Provision of a centralized bibliographic information service.

According to an investigation reported by Weeratunge (2004) , the average  number of books published in
Sinhala, Tamil and English during the period 1998 to 2002 were 2225, 425 and 820 respectively (Wijetunge,
2004) . This transpires to around 200 books in Sinhala medium per month. As it is mandatory for all printers
to submit 5 copies of each publication printed by them to the Department of  National Archives, all these
publications are received by 5 designated libraries including the National Library. From another perspec-
tive,  one of the most prominent bibliographic services provided by  the National Library and Documenta-
tion Services Board (NLDSB) is the publishing of Sri Lanka National Bibliography (SLNB). The NLDSB
also provides cataloguing - in - publication (CIP) data to prospective publishers of books upon request.
Therefore, there are two channels available to the NLDSB for the compilation of bibliographic information
pertaining to the books published locally.

� Books received under the copyright act and subsequently included in the SLNB.

� Bibliographic information prepared under the CIP scheme.

If the NLDSB is able to prepare bibliographic information for all local publications according to
an agreed standard and if it is made available to the librarians through 3x5 cards or in electronic format on
CD's or through the web, a lot of human effort and other resources spent on individual classification and
cataloguing of local materials could be saved. It is important in mentioning here that classification and
cataloguing of local publications cannot be done at most of the libraries to the desirable standard due to non-
availability of bibliographic tools such as the Dewey Decimal Classification editions 20, 21, or 22, he
AACR etc. and lack of suitably qualified professional staff. Therefore, this handicap could be easily com-
pensated by the operation of a centralized bibliographic information service so that participating libraries
can obtain or download bibliographic data of books they acquire. In most of the developed countries, librar-
ians merely download bibliographic data of publications they acquire and spend most of their time in reader
services. Similarly, if some organization could operate such a service in Sri Lanka,  duplication of classifi-
cation and cataloguing in libraries could be avoided and the saved time and other resources could be more
effectively utilized in reader services such as reference service, user education and IL skills development.
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6. Development of IL competent library professionals

The vast majority of library professionals employed in the country have not had the opportunity to
undergo IL training formally, main reason being the non-inclusion of IL as a subject in LIS curricula.
Therefore, there is the need to conduct suitable training programme to equip them with IL development
skills. Wijetunga (2008) reports that two training modules developed using "Empowering 8" were used to
promote IL among 4000 school principals as well as 4000 Teacher Librarians (Wijetunge, 2008). As men-
tioned earlier, development of sufficient number of library professionals with IL skills is a  pre-requisite for
any IL programme.

7. Introduction of IL programmes for library users
Introduction of IL programmes could be done at three levels. These three levels are:

� At the school library level
� At the university / higher educational institute (HEI) library level
� At other libraries  (public / special)

7.1 At the school library level

Introduction of IL programmes at school level becomes a logistically complex issue as it involves with a
very large number of students and teachers. Therefore, it   requires meticulous planning and preparation.
One of the most suitable method to  approach this issue is the operation of a pilot project to enable the
organizers to identify important issues related to the operation of such a project.

7.2 At the University / HEI library level

 Introduction of IL programmes for undergraduates is most suitable during their first year of study.
This could be achieved through one or more methods described below.

(i) Embedding of IL programmes under basic subject teaching / learning programmes.

Undoubtedly embedding of IL components in course syllabii is the best option to ensure more
effective development of IL skills of undergraduates. This requires careful planning with the faculty staff
and their interest and continued support. The ability of the library staff to work collaboratively with the
faculty staff is essential for the successful operation of this type of programme.

(ii) Conducting of tailor - made IL programme.

The library could offer tailor-made IL programmes aimed at certain broad disciplines such as
biological sciences, physical sciences, Social sciences, commerce etc. Formal lectures or presentations fol-
lowed by guided tours, hands on experience, practical work, library and database searching etc. However,
there could be several crucial issues to sort-out before commencing such a programme.

� Development of the course - syllabus: an IL model such as "Empowering 8" could be used for this
purpose

� Identification and employment of sufficient for IL number of resource persons.

� Allocation of time slots for the programme

� Allocation of lecture rooms / PC labs

� Design and conducting of Testing and evaluation programme

� Sustainability of the programme.

(iii) Design of e-learning programme

Design and offering of e-learning or online programme is a less demanding option. In order to
provide this type of service, library professionals with requisite ICT skills and computer hardware and
intranet facilities are required.
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7.3 At the Public/ Special library level

Although it is premature, IL programmes aimed at adults could be organized in public and special
libraries. Such initiatives could be made  in resource rich libraries at the beginning. To achieve this objec-
tive, it is important to relieve  library professionals of public libraries  from routine work on technical
services by providing bibliographic information services covering local publications through a central agency.

7.4 Establishing of IL Coordination Center

  In order to introduce the concept of IL as a proactive library service, uncoordinated and scattered efforts by
a few libraries may  not be effective. As the introduction and operation of a countrywide IL programme has
to overcome many challenges, the establishment of an organization to coordinate IL activities and to assist
librarians involved in such programmes becomes an essential step. This may be a formal body affiliated to
an organization such as NILIS or the NLDSB or an informal organization attached to SLLA or a similar
organization.

8. Conclusion

The advent of Internet and the developments in Information and Communication Technologies enables
individuals to satisfy information needs without stepping into libraries. However, this situation may not
pose same level of threat to local library services due to economic, technological and social conditions
prevailing in Sri Lanka. Besides, amidst all technological advancements to date, the ease of use, digestion
and understanding of facts and the joy offered  by the book is unmatched. Although the book seems to be a
very simple thing it is very versatile in delivering its intended goal : reading and comprehension! In addition,
as there is the language barrier, local publications too plays a crucial role.  Libraries and librarians could
turn these factors into our advantage only if they work more proactively. The lukewarm attitude we accord in
dispensing library information services has to get rid of and efforts must be made to identify how to popular-
ize libraries as educational, cultural and social centers. IL is one aspect librarians could grab in achieving
this objective. This directs librarians to start performing of the important new  role of teacher, guide or
educator in addition to present roles they are already conversant with.
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Abstract

The library derives its power from the intellectual repositories stored in the library. This article presents the
most stupendous human activities: mutilation, theft, illegal borrowing, non-return, loss and damage by
which the physical form and the information contain in library materials are disappeared.

It also highlights the most successful preventive measures in terms of security measures, policies and pro-
grams, repair and replacement, facilities and sanctions that could be implemented to combat the malprac-
tices.

Keywords: Library malpractices, Library abuses, destruction in the library

Introduction

University libraries in Sri Lanka constantly respond positively for the varying and broad information needs
of the teaching staff, the students and the researchers. For this purpose the libraries house a large number of
reading material to be consulted by the readers. Unfortunately human intellectual advancement stored in
libraries being destroyed due to malpractices of the readers.

The most prominent abuses, mutilation, theft, illegal borrowing, non-return, loss and damage of library
material are induced by several factors such as insufficient security measures, lack of policies and programs,
lack of emphasis on repairing and replacement, poor facilities and lack of serious sanctions.

Therefore it must be emphasized that the human beings being the most troublesome element to control are
the main agents of destruction of valuable repositories of the library. The malpractices of readers are not
confined to dangerous criminals but they are perpetrated by all the categories of readers including students,
psychologists, sociologists or most reputable professionals.

Even the library staff, the custodians of the library holdings being the members of some university libraries
unintentionally contribute to the destruction by failing to return, damaging or losing borrowed materials.

Destruction of library materials has become a recurrent theme as it is significant island wide. Some readers
are fully determined to fulfill their anti-social behavior irrespective of how efficient the security system is.

Sri Lanka being a third world country, the library budgets cannot afford the consequences of wide spread
abuses which are both insidious and exhausting of the heart of the marvelous discoveries and tedious achieve-
ments of the human beings.

In view of this deliberate and premeditated steps must be implemented and adopted to eradicate the destruc-
tion in the library to the barest minimum.

Destruction of the intellectual repositories of the university li-
braries in Sri Lanka due to malpractices of the readers: Effective
strategies for a preventive program

K.P. Kamani Dambawinna*
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Malpractices of the readers which obliterate the library materials
Mutilation
Mutilation is the excision of pages from the book material of the library. This extends from one paper to
chapters including colour photographs, pictures, illustrations, tables, graphs and cover pages.

Theft/steal
Librarians know that stealing of library material happens in two ways. One is, directly stealing from the
library and the other is indirectly stealing material borrowed from the library by another reader.

Illegal borrowing
This involves borrowing one book legally and using its date due slip to remove other most desired books
from the library.  Or it could be the exchanging of the book card of a valuable book with a book card of a
cheaper book.

Non-return
Library material in a library should be shared by every reader and failure to return them on time or at all is
a serious debit for the whole community. What ever the cause may be the number of unreturned books are
almost certainly regarded as anticipated losses in the library. Non-return is considered as debt rather than
theft.

Loss and damage
The material lent may be subjected to loss or damage slightly or beyond repair. The material lent has a value
and if it is lost the loss is indeed greater than its money value when considering staff time in selecting,
ordering and processing them in to the collection.

Strategies for the prevention program
Strategies are categorized into five subsections as security measures, policies and programs, repair and
replacement, facilities and sanctions

Security measures
Building design
Careful planning against theft and mutilation should be commenced with the design of the library building
with security and preventive consciousness in order to minimize unauthorized departure of the reader with
stolen and mutilated library material through the main door, rare doors and windows.

There should be only one main door which is clear for better observation open for the readers.  This should
be divided in to two parts designed as entrance and exit.

This set up reduces the rush and collision occurring at the main door by the readers moving in two opposite
directions enabling the security guards to check the borrowed items much freely and efficiently. Exodus is
ideal for a bad reader for inconspicuous departure with items stolen or illegally borrowed.

There should be few doors as much as possible to a library building where extra doors are declared as
emergency doors. Obstructions in the library building should be minimized to provide an open view without
ledges for better observation by the library staff and other readers. Windows should be fitted with window
grills so that passing materials through the windows is prevented. The lay out of the library must provide
better surveillance by the main counter or by the supervision table. A proper electricity system with an
emergency lighting system and external lighting should be provided in the library to overcome stealing and
mutilation taking place in the dark as culprits sneak past through the exit before power is restored.
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Security personal at the exit and entrance
There should be two security officers on duty at the entrance and the exit at all times, when the library is
open. They should be energetic, duty conscious, trustworthy and without optical problems. They should be
well trained to identify the legally borrowed books from stolen ones and to recognize all forms of changes
made to library ownership gestures because one method of removing valuable books form the library is by
exchanging of date due slips. If the security officer observes the accession number of the date due slip with
the accession number of the book, such borrowing could be identified and caught.

Cloak room procedure
The cloak room procedure must be adopted as a security measure. Readers should be constantly trained and
advised to keep items as bags, big file covers, suit cases etc in the cloak room. This would prevent unsuspi-
cious concealment of library materials in such items. Prohibition of bringing personal books, books bor-
rowed from other libraries in to the library averts the readers exchanging these books with books on high
demand.

Arrangement and supervision of reading rooms
Vigilant reading room surveillance is one of the most successful low cost security measures to curtail theft
and mutilation because that may discourage the defaulters who depend on the lack of surveillance. Particu-
larly, carrying out security patrolling in and around less dense places as basements, stairwells and corners of
stack areas are prudent. Therefore reading room supervisors who perform occasional scroll throughout must
be assigned to each section. Furthermore readers' activities such as removing ownership marks, exchanging
date due slips and tearing off pages could be minimized by positioning book stacks, cupboards etc in such
away, that as many as possible could be visible and consequently supervised by the supervision staff from
any corner of the reading room or from the issuing counters. Employing not only the library staff but also the
security staff in the library would also be effective to enhance the surveillance.

Access to materials
The librarians' priority is to see what materials should to be protected more than the others. In one hand as
a result of being non-circulating, closed- access materials could be protected from some abuses. To effec-
tively achieve the objectives of closed- access storage the following steps must be taken into consideration.

� Reading room supervisors must be assigned for each closed- access collection.

� Taking the materials to any other reading room or section should be made forbidden.

� Photocopying the materials which ultimately causes damage must be made prohibited.

On the other hand non- circulation may be a motivating factor for malpractices. And the more library mate-
rial is openly exhibited and immediately available, the cheaper and more efficient library use will be. There-
fore, taking into consideration the demand and importance, multiple copies should be available under refer-
ence, scheduled reference and lending in open- access storage. The reference copy could be available for
photocopying also.

Electronic theft detection system and closed circuit television
The aim of installing closed circuit television is to increase the sense of supervision and so act as a deterrent.
Such television and electronic theft detection systems are rarely appropriate to Sri Lankan university librar-
ies due to the high cost of these items.
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Policies and programs
Selection of materials and provision in the budget
When the demand for books exceeds supply the competition and selfishness lead for malpractices. There-
fore another premeditated strategy to curtail malpractices is to balance the collection according to the user
needs of the user community. In the book selection process, the assistance of the teaching staff should be
sought and multiple copies of demand books should be acquired. In the selection process, annual review of
the existing collection to justify the lost, stolen and non-returned books, less demand and more used books
and damaged books beyond repair is mandatory. A percentage of the annual budget should be set aside to fill
the gaps in the existing collection.

Processing of materials
In the process of processing the materials for stacking the ownership marks, accession numbers should be
clearly marked which will ultimately help in identifying the ownership when items are found elsewhere out
of the library.  The accession numbers should be printed in the book card as well as in the date due slip.

Admission policy
The people eligible for membership in the library should produce proper and accepted identification with
the application form for membership. In case of university undergraduates and post graduates the student
identity card or the record book are the appropriate documents. The data in these are cross checked with the
authorized student list sent by the registrar of the faculty or by the coordinator of the course.  A copy of the
appointment letter is the legitimate document to be produced by the university employees. This could be
verified and clarified from the establishment branches of the university. When details are preferably checked
with another source, it ensures that the members are who they claim to be and that they are not giving any
false information in order to misuse library privileges.

Lending policy
The lending policy of the library should specify the following as preventive measures to frustrate illegal
borrowing and non-return.

� Examining identification, date due slip and the book card of the book at the time of issuing items to
the customers.

� In case of non-return it is not easy to prove that the offender meant to permanently deprive. Indeed the
borrower might have forgotten the books on loan. In order to remind the reader the due date of return,
a notice should be dispatched before the due date of return which will give the borrower an early
opportunity to return the book. Telephone reminders would also be effective.

� Once the borrowed item becomes overdue continuous overdue reminders should be transmitted to
collect back the items at the earliest possible date.

� Not issuing any items after a reader exceeds his/her entitled quota.

� Observing for any damage or mutilation at the return counter.

User education program
At the time of granting membership all the readers must be informed of all the rules and regulations, ethics,
procedures and processes to get the best possible use of library resources, services and facilities without
performing malpractices. Moreover the readers must be educated to improve their positive attitudes towards
the public property of the library and how to report when another is trying to perform some kind of malprac-
tice.  Since a sense of belonging and ownership is important in reducing anti-social behavior and in en-
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couraging readers to challenge the anti-social behavior of others, the readers must be convinced that the
library is a property of the present and future generations and protecting it is a sole responsibility of them.
The idea, that a borrowed book is a property of many others who are waiting to consult it is not naturally felt
by some readers. Supplementary to this, readers do not take serious notice that library material should be
passed on to the next reader in unchanged condition. Hence positive feelings must be continuously fabri-
cated in to their minds during user education programs.

Ultimately, there should be a practice to permanently maintain the user education including talks, distribut-
ing handouts, library guide books, book marks, brochures and flyers etc.

Training of library staff
The Library staff is supposed to be the custodians of the library holdings.  The library staff should be trained
to improve their security consciousness, how to react with difficult users, how malpractices could be caught,
how to tackle problems and how to report such malpractices and when and how to handle inquiry proce-
dures.

Training program for security staff
Security personnel should be given a pre service training to understand the bibliographical details of a
library book, date labels, book card and library ownership marks etc.  They should be educated on the ways
and means of how library material is abused and how to identify the illegitimate readers and suspects etc.

Awareness program for the readers
Posters, banners, photographs and simple stickers that carry information about the importance of securing
and preserving materials and the possible sanctions should be made visible at every book stack and reading
rooms.  Some readers who abuse library privileges may be unaware of the adverse effects of their actions.
Therefore, highlighting the untold annoyance transpired due to malpractices such as costs, expenses for
replacing and adverse effects on other readers etc, by way of articles in news letters, posters, leaflets labels
etc will eventually be an effective precaution in reducing the incidence of damage. Rules and regulations
must be clearly published and made available in open view at all times.

General public awareness program
Raising awareness among the scholars, governors, potential donors and the general public regarding the
destruction could be addressed in many ways such as documentation in the television, establishment of a
central organization to coordinate promotional activities, publications and widely distributed handouts and
meetings. This program enables the general public not to support such acts and to help the libraries to collect
library material left behind astray.  Moreover, during such a program libraries could collect funds for protec-
tion, replacing and repairing of library materials.

Recovery officers
In the strategies against losses due to non-return and loss of items libraries once in a while could operate
book recovery centers where anybody could return overdue items or any library item found elsewhere.
Defaulters who feel blameworthy to face the library staff may turn towards these officers or centers.

Book collection program
Another stratagem is the book collection program where the officers of the defaulters of non-returned items
are visited and asked for the books to be returned.

Exhibitions
Exhibition of mutilated books in the library with the compassionate versions make the readers feel and
appreciate the terrible nature of the problem and daunt them from indulging in such actions
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Friendly library staff
Good public relations may help keep abuses low. If the atmosphere of view in any group is unfavorable to an
action only a minority will persist in taking that action.

The example set by the library staff
The importance that the library staff sets a good example towards the protection of the library materials
cannot be overemphasized as the lack of commitment to their duties may encourage the defaulters.

Treatment
Hence, librarians employ various strategies for dealing with materials subjected to malpractices. Factors
such as cost, importance of the item, intellectual content and intrinsic value, availability of other copies,
amount of damage or mutilation, edition of the publication and the usage assist what actions to be taken.
Accordingly the following measures could be the options.

� Consider for replacement

� Secure the remaining copies in closed- access storage

� Transfer the contents into non- book media.

� Repair the damaged or mutilated material with photocopied pages

Preservation unit
Preservation and conservation units should be judge not the natural erode of the materials but also should
carryout systematic program for assessing, Repairing and replacement of items subjected to reader abuses.

Complete and updated catalogue
It would be easy and accurate to check the lost items due to malpractices if the electronic or card catalogue
is updated at each loss and complete at each replacement. The complete catalogue is always the reflection of
the total holdings of the library which is the best tool for reviewing the collection in order to balance the
collection according to the user needs.

Facilities
Library facilities such as extended opening hours, photocopying facilities with fair charges, availability of
sufficient lending copies and adequate seating are more effective towards the prevention program as lack of
facilities is an encouraging factor which aggravates malpractices.

Sanctions
Sanctions have two main functions; to deter the offender from re-offending and to deter others from commit-
ting an offence.

Conclusion

Proper library building design, shelving layout, supervision of reading rooms are essential factors for sur-
veillance in order to dissuade culprits. Adequate staff for security and circulation transaction is a positive
factor for prevention of malpractices. In addition librarians must make sure that policies are more liberal,
access to stock is sufficient and there should be favorable facilities as photocopying, opening hours and
seating etc. Library staff, readers, security staff should be educated and the general public should be made
aware of the problem and the preventive measurements. Amnesty weeks, book recovery officers and book
collection program give a hand to collect materials that would otherwise be gone astray out of the collection.
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Continuous assessment and treatment of the materials subjected to malpractices are strictly combined with
the balanced and user friendly collection. Indeed the card catalogue or electronic catalogue is a vital contriv-
ance to produce a list of lost titles for annual purchase. Stiff penalties and would be another deterrent for
malpractices. Losses might reflect negatively on library efficiency. Any way librarians can no longer endure
the destruction of intellectual repositories, attempts should continuously and constantly be taken to execute
successful preventive strategies.
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